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Ramadan‘s Leaves Through Dalí‘s Mirror of Narcissus

Zoha Abdulsater

Abstract
This research carries out an interdisciplinary approach to comparative analysis which not
only transcends historical, linguistic, and cultural boundaries, but also explores distinct art
forms—namely Salvador Dalí‘s painting ―The Metamorphosis of Narcissus‖ and Sumaya
Ramadan‘s novel Leaves of Narcissus.
In a significant manner, Dalí‘s painting is an intertext within Ramadan‘s novel which
mirrors a core concept in the novel that has been overlooked by critics and scholars-- the
concept of pathological narcissism. Dalí‘s painting is employed as a lens through which the
text of Ramadan can be viewed alternatively and innovatively.
Through theories of psychoanalysis, especially Jacques Lacan‘s psychoanalytical insights,
this thesis argues that the painting of Dalí functions as the mirror that reflects to Kimi, the
novel‘s narrator/protagonist, her pathology caused by her failure to attain the social I and to
ascend from imaginary fragmentation to symbolic unity, which was normally, if not
successfully, achieved in Dalí‘s ―The Metamorphosis of Narcissus.‖
This study compares theoretically and structurally Sumaya Ramadan's novel with Dalí‘s
painting. The core of the thematic aspect is representation of pathological narcissism and
that of the structural model refers to Lacan's account of "the mirror stage" and of the
repercussions, on personality development, of the inability to successfully steer through it.
The structural analysis draws on the form of the image and its priority developmentally
and, perhaps, as a form of expression.

Keywords: Psychoanalysis, Intertexuality, Imaginary Order, Symbolic Order, Narcissism,
Painting/Image and Literature/Language.
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Chapter One
Introduction
Even though Sumaya Ramadan‘s Arabic novel, Awrāk Al Narjis (Leaves of
Narcissus), is gravid with intertexts, from Greco/Roman myths to European novels to
traditional childhood stories, one intertext dominates and lingers throughout the novel.
Careful analysis of this last intertext proves it to be like a mirror image reflected in
Ramadan‘s

text,

exposing

the

reality

of

the

novel‘s

narrator/protagonist‘s1

psychopathological identity. Not surprisingly, Ramadan names her novel Leaves of
Narcissus to parallel this intertext ―Metamorphosis of Narcissus,‖ a painting by Salvador
Dalí.
The two works of art, Ramadan‘s novel and Dali‘s painting along with the long
poem that accompanies the latter2, will be comparatively studied in this thesis. It will be
argued that the painting of Salvador Dalí portrays the psychological process of
transformation from a pathological state of narcissism to a healthy state that internalizes
social rules and laws properly, letting go of the narcissistic pathology, along with the
intense and disturbing dreams that accompany it. This transformation cannot occur without
1

Narrator/protagonist is used to describe the case when the character referred to is both, the main
character of the novel (protagonist), and the one who relates the story (narrator) as well.
2
Dali accompanies the painting with a long poem holding the same title, “The Metamorphosis of Narcissus.”
See bibliography
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achieving an adequate resolution of the mirror stage, overcoming the childhood experience
of fragmentation, to achieve a psychical unity (Gestalt) and a subjectivity that permits the
acquisition of language. It brings about, as Lacan says, the ―deflection of the specular I into
the social I‖ (Lacan 1977, 5), where the Order of the Symbolic takes over. This
metamorphosis is represented by Dali in the form of a struggle to break away from the state
of an asocial and narcissistic identity into a socialized one.
This painting of Dalí‘s is critically present within Ramadan‘s novel in the form of
an intertext. We say critically present since the intertextual reference to Dalí‘s painting is
striking, as though the author intends to call the reader‘s attention to such an association
between the novel and the painting of Dali, central to both of which is the concept of
narcissism. Ramadan entitles a chapter ―the mirror,‖ yet within this chapter, she does not
talk about any mirror at all. She rather talks about the painting of Salvador Dali and the
narcissus flower. On the other hand, she entitles another chapter ―The Narcissus
Exemplar,‖ and yet does not talk about the narcissus flower at all, but about the reflection
of herself in the mirror. The author seems to intentionally try to draw the reader‘s attention
to the association between the concepts of mirroring, narcissism, and Dali‘s painting. It
will, in fact, be demonstrated that the painting of Dalí functions as the mirror that reflects to
Kimi, the narrator/protagonist, her true pathology that she always attempts to deny, and
reflects as well her inability to achieve her social I according to the psychical healthy
process of maturation which was normally, or successfully, achieved in Dalí‘s ―The
Metamorphosis of Narcissus.‖

2

In order to investigate the interconnection between the two works of art, Ramdan‘s
novel and Dalí‘s painting, this thesis will draw on the Lacanian psychoanalytical theories,
focusing on his mirror stage theory and the process of transformation into the Order of the
Symbolic, delving into its function and direct relation to the establishment of a pathological
narcissistic identity in some individuals. The Freudian theories will be greatly needed, as
well, to track the notion of narcissism, along with all the psychical conditions connected to
it, which Freud sets forth in his article ―On Narcissism: an introduction.‖ According to
these theories of psychoanalysis, it can be argued that Dalí‘s painting reflects a healthy
psychological transformation into the Symbolic Order and mirrors to Kimi her failure to
achieve such a healthy transformation or maturation.
According to Lacanian mirror-stage theory, it is only through the reflected image
(self in mirror or mother image) that one comes to recognize the self. Hence, image plays a
crucial role in the establishment of an identity. For this reason, we find in Ramadan‘s
novel, a painting in particular, i.e., an image form, which reflects for Kimi the truth of her
subject/self. Thus, the encounter that occurs between Kimi and Dalí‘s painting parallels the
encounter of the child with his mirror image paradigm, according to Lacanian theory,
breaking or destroying the false or imaginary perception the child possesses in prior to the
mirror phase.
This increases our interest in Dalí‘s painting intertext, which is the only image
intertext referred to within Awrāk Al Narjis, while all other intertexts are in the written or
linguistic form, not in visual or image form. Even though Dalí accompanies the painting
with a long poem, yet the presence of Dalí‘s work within the novel is restricted to the
3

picture hung on the wall of Kimi‘s room in Ireland, where she was pursuing her higher
education. Nevertheless, the poem will be abundantly used in analyzing the painting in
itself, apart from its function within the novel, for Dalí provides, in this poem, a critical
description of the pictorial elements he draws in the picture.
Structurally, the two works of art will be comparatively developed through the lens
comparison method, where one text will function as the lens through which the other focal
text will be sought. Dalí‘s painting is in fact the agent that draws attention into the
psychological notion of pathological narcissism within Ramadan‘s text that this thesis aims
at developing. Through Dalí‘s lens intertext ―The Metamorphosis of Narcissus,‖ we will
spot the focal text of Ramadan‘s, Leaves of Narcissus.
Chapter one introduces the main theoretical framework of psychoanalysis through
which this comparative study is approached. It begins drawing on the association between
literature/art and theories of psychoanalysis. Then, Lacanian psychoanalytical theories,
especially his theory of the mirror-stage, are discussed through their connection to the
notion of narcissism, relying on the Freudian psychoanalytical foundations on the
development of a psychologically disordered personality. These theories, which examine
the exclusive role that the parents (mother, father or a primary caregiver) play in the
establishment of their child‘s solid or disordered personality structure, will help us analyze,
comparatively, Dalí‘s and Ramadan‘s creative works.
Chapter two investigates Salvador Dalí‘s painting ―The Metamorphosis of
Narcissus,‖ along with the poem that accompanies it. This painting and poem of Dalí‘s
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have attrached much interest. Several articles and books have been written on this
masterpiece in which Dalí fully inaugurates his notion of the ―paranoid-critical method,‖ as
will be discussed later. Even though some critics, such as Haim Finkelstein who translated
most of Dalí‘s works, have already approached this painting through Lacanian
psychoanalysis as well, yet the analysis provided in this study, besides its new comparative
association to an Arabic novel, gives a different reading of the Lacanian mirror-stage theory
within this painting. Thus, this study provides a distinct and expanded interpretation of
Dalí‘s ―The Metamorphosis of Narcissus,‖ where the structural and thematic reading of the
work grow in parallel progression, proving that Dalí exposes in this piece the
metamorphosis from the paranoid narcissistic condition of desire into its critical and social
condition; in other words, from nature into culture.
Chapter three explores Sumaya Ramadan‘s novel Awrāk Al Narjis. Ramadan‘s text
has had various published articles analyzing different notions that this rich novel comprises.
Themes as ―writing and existence‖ or ―writing and madness‖ have been tracked out in
Ramadan‘s work by Arab scholars like Mohammad Barairi and Hala Kamal. Muhammad
Barairi presents a reading of Ramadan‘s Awrāk Al Narjis in which he analyses notions like
existence, nihilism, the nation, society and identity. Hala Kamal reads the novel dwelling
on the concept of madness and writing. However, none of the works dwelled on the notion
of pathological narcissism, which this thesis sees as the novel‘s quiddity. The claim will be
substantiated in the forthcoming analysis which makes critical use of Dalí‘s painting.

5

Chapter Two
Lacanian Theory and Narcissism
Literature, art and psychoanalysis, though separate fields of work, are significantly
intertwined and complementary of each other. Literature and art function as a mode of
―testimony‖ to psychoanalysis, as a ―testimony to reality,‖ (Felman, 5) and psychoanalysis
employs the literary testimonies in order to come up with theoretical assumptions about the
workings of the human psyche. Many writers and creative artists reflect upon and dramatize
neurotic and psychotic tendencies. Further, art production, specifically literature, is often
appraised with reference to theories of psychology, including those of psychoanalysis.
Psychologists also frequently name their theories after myths and famous plays as in
―narcissism‖ and the ―Oedipus Complex.‖
Freud‘s inspective journey into the human mind, including the artist‘s, led him to
believe that all artists ―are not far removed from neurosis‖ (Freud 1977, 307). Freud
directly links creativity to pathology in describing the tendency among artists to repeat, in
their artistic production, past unpleasurable experiences as the core of their respective
pathology. For Freud, as well as for other psychology scholars, any artistic creation hides in
its depth a psychopathological condition to the extent that psychopathology is observed as a
precondition for artistic development. Carl Jung analyses the artist‘s creative urge as a
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process originating from ‗inside,‘ situated behind consciousness [from] the unconscious
psyche‖ (Jung, 135). In Narcissism and the Literary Libido, Alcorn Jr. describes in the
artistic need as, fundamentally, a ―narcissistic need‖ (Alcorn Jr., 214). Artists reenact, in
their works, their neurotic or psychopathological experiences out of which the
psychological condition eventuates as a basic incentive behind creative inventions.
On the basis of the assumption of the interconnection between art/literature and
psychology,

this

comparative

study

proposes

to

delve

into

the

narcissistic

psychopathological disorders conveyed in Ramadan‘s novel Awrāk Al Narjis (Leaves of
Narcissus3) and in Dalí‘s painting ―Metamorphosis of Narcissus,‖ which appears as an
intertext within Ramadan‘s novel. As aforementioned, the method to be adopted for
carrying out the comparison is Jacque Lacan‘s psychoanalytical theories of the self,
particularly his theory of the mirror stage.
The ―mirror stage‖ or the ―looking-glass phase‖ does not merely represent an
ending or passing phase in human life; it is rather a perpetual force that structures and bears
a consequential effect on the individual in later stages in life. This stage, which occurs
between the span of six to eighteen months, builds up the psychological development of the
whole identity of the individual over the course of his entire life. Any conflict that occurs
during the mirror phase can ensue pre mirror-stage regression, namely psychopathological
disorders.

3

Leaves of Narcissus is the translated version of the novel into the English language by Marilyn Booth.
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Being unable to move, walk, or talk, the child is born weak and premature,
captivated in a state of motor incapacity, turbulent movements, and sense of fragmentation;
something which Lacan identifies as ―real specific prematurity of birth in man‖ (Lacan
1977, 4). Prior to the mirror phase interval, the child does not recognize him/herself as a
complete coherent entity, and his/her I is still not established. The child‘s perception of
his/her image is as parts and fragments, ―in bits and pieces‖ (Lacan 1977, 3). He/she
understands his/her body, for example, as separate disjoined parts: as a hand, a leg, an eye,
a nose …etc. and not as one unified body figure. Not only is the child unaware of the unity
of his/her body image, but is also ignorant of his/her relation or connection to the outside
world. Before to the mirror stage, the child understands the outside world and the other as
integrated within the self and is completely unmindful of the distinctive lines that separate
him/her as an individual entity from ―the other,‖ mistaking the self as the other and vice
versa. The child‘s lack of usage of first personal pronoun before the mirror phase and
emphasis on third personal pronouns goes back to such misidentification; a phenomenon
Lacan calls ―transitivism.‖ For this reason the child becomes trapped in the illusory image
of the mirror: the image is him/her, and yet outside him/her, ―an image that alienates him
from himself,‖ (Lacan 1977, 19). Whatever feelings, movements, or incidents occur to this
estranged image will, in turn, occur to the child. In his 1948 essay, ―Aggressivity in
Psychoanalysis,‖ Lacan explains that:
During the whole of this period [mirror-stage period] one will record the
emotional reactions and the articulated evidences of a normal transitivism.
The child who strikes another says that he has been struck; the child who
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sees another fall, cries. Similarly it is by mean of identification of the other
that he sees the whole gamut of reactions of bearing and display, whose
structural ambivalence is clearly revealed in his behavior, the slave being
identified with the despot, the actor with the spectator, the seduced with the
seducer. (Lacan 1977, 19)
The resolution of the mirror stage puts an end to the experience of fragmentation
and starts the formation of the child‘s I; the child as subject. Through seeing his/her selfreflection in the mirror paradigm or in the unified/complete body of the mother or the
primary caregiver, the child, for the first time, recognizes his/her image as a ‗gestalt,‘ and
the precedent total fragmentation becomes replaced by total unity. This mirror paradigm
functions as the ―form that in-forms the subject and guides its development‖ (Muller and
Richardson, 29). The mirror exemplar, with which the child identifies, is, therefore, the
establisher of the subject and the director of its progression. For this reason, the mirror
phase affects the development of the human personality in its entirety, whereby any
imminent neurotic or psychotic complications can lead to mirror stage regression.
Jacques Lacan claims to have been first inspired in formulating his theory of the
mirror sate by an experiment and examples from biology. Female pigeons have been found
to become sexually mature only if other members of their species are around. If the female
pigeon was isolated, it cannot reach sexual maturity. However, ―the maturation of the
female gonad of the [isolated] pigeon,‖ (Lacan 1977, 3) does occur if a mirror is placed in
its cage. Likewise, the locust cannot step from one stage of development into another
without seeing other locusts undergoing this developmental transition. This phenomenon is
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termed by Lacan ―heteromorphic identification.‖ Lacan parallels the animal and mirror
identification to the child‘s personality development and encounter with his psychical
mirror which ascertains his/her subjectivity, forming a relation between the inward and
outward reality in alienating as well as identifying modes.
Jacques Lacan posits that the ego is based on ―méconnaissance” (misrecognition).
As the child recognizes his/her ego in the mirror reflection, he/she misrecognizes it at the
same time. In other words, what the self recognizes as ―itself‖ is basically a misrecognition.
Méconnaissance exists for two basic reasons: First, the ego is basically established through
a reflected illusory figure alienated from the self. The child understands its image through
an external foreign one; he recognizes and misrecognizes the image. His/her ego is actually
formed in an inverted manner, a matter which frustrates the child, at a certain level
generating the feeling of being trapped in the image. This feeling results from the fact that
whatever the child does, the mirror image does also: if the child cries, the image cries. If
he/she smiles, the mirror smiles too. If he/she is hit, the image feels pain as well… etc.
Hence, he/she is something which he/she is not. Lacan names this condition a ―paranoiac
alienation‖.
The second reason behind the ego‘s enrootment in méconnaissance according to the
mirror-stage principle is that the reflected image which appears to the child as perfect and
complete is in fact not so at all. The image appears thus only in the child‘s imagination,
whereas, in reality, the image is the child himself/herself, i.e., the fragmented distorted
incapable being. The ego is built on an ―illusory image of wholesomeness and mastery‖
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(Homer, 25). The reflection is only a deceptive projection of autonomy and power in an
attempt toward ―refusing to accept the truth of fragmentation and alienation‖ (Ibid).
Encountering his/her misrecognized reflection as a ―perfect complete‖ figure, the
child experiences two contradictory emotions at the same time: extreme jubilation and
extreme fear. The ―perfection‖ of the image gives the child a jubilant feeling of triumph
resulting from the child‘s assumption that he/she has achieved control or triumph over the
previous state of disintegration. Lacan says that ―the child‘s joy is due to his imaginary
triumph in anticipating a degree of muscular co-ordination which he has not yet actually
achieved‖ (Lacan 1977, 15).
Even though the perfection of the image gives the child an utmost relief and
jubilance, this same wholesomeness threatens, at the same time, to take the child back to
the former state of disintegration, giving rise to an aggressive tension between the subject
and the image. ―This illusion of unity, in which the human being is always looking forward
to self-mastery, entails a constant danger of sliding back again into the chaos from which
he started‖ (Lacan 1977, 6). Thus, the mirror stage involves reversed reactions: love and
hate, eroticism and aggression, termed by Lacan ―erotic aggression.‖
For Jacques Lacan the function of the imago is to set up ―a relation between the
organism and its reality …the Innenwelt and the Umwelt‖ (Ibid, 3). Prior to the mirror
stage, the child lives in a world of his/her own. He/she does not apprehend the social rules
and laws, and the highest inner fancy the child assumes is that he/she possesses the mother.
Unfortunately, this fancy is let down during the mirror stage, and the child encounters the
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greatest woe: the mother is an entity detached from him/her and belongs to the Father, i.e.,
to law; to the big ―Other.‖ It is this disillusion that the child has to overcome during the
mirror phase in order to proceed in life as an autonomous individual by accepting the
breach from the mother and, resultantly, submitting to the orders and rules and entering into
the social and linguistic realms, the Symbolic Order.
For the child to become a subject, therefore, he/she has to be introduced into the
Symbolic Order, in which the Father appears as owning the phallus and inhibits the child‘s
fancy of possessing the mother. The Law of the Father outlaws the child‘s desire of
identification with the mother, and, eventually, transforms the child into an independent
subject separate from her.
The father shows up here nonetheless as a nuisance. He is not only
cumbersome because of his size; he is in the position of trouble maker
because of what he prohibits. […] First he forbids the satisfaction of
impulse…
What else does the father prohibit? […] Since the mother belongs to him,
she does not belong to the child […] The father well and truly frustrates the
child where the mother is concerned. (Lacan, 1957-1958)
The Symbolic Order, represented in the father, through frustrating the child‘s
incestuous desire, controls, too, the entire social patterns of kinship and marriage bonds,
familiarizing the child with the social rules and laws after the imaginary symbiotic unity
between it and the mother is thwarted.
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Upon renunciation of the incestuous desire for union with the mother, the child
experiences the feeling of castration anxiety, as he/she encounters its lack of phallus. Freud,
in his ―Oedipus Complex‖ theory, relates the castration feeling to the child‘s lack of the
biological organ of the penis. Lacan uses the term phallus, instead, to refer to the symbolic
representations of the penis, not merely as a power to own the mother, but also social
power in general.
The child becomes silent about his/her desire and speaks only according to the
―Law of the Father‖ or nom du père. For this reason, speech is full of silence. Speaking
about matters means remaining silent about other different matters. Lacan explains the
nature of speech as ―presence made absence‖ (Lacan 1977, 65). He alludes to Freud‘s
example of his grandson‘s game of the ―Fort Da.4‖ Lacan sees that the child‘s articulation
of ―o-o-o-o‖ and ―Da,‖ meaning ―gone‖ and ―here,‖ while throwing the reel and bringing it
back to him as a game-means of accepting the breach from the mother, acknowledging his
lack of phallus which belongs to the father. Lacan finds that as the child articulates the ―oo-o-o‖ and ―da,‖ he is trying to make the mother presence through her absence. Through
articulating the unconscious desire or the Thing5 in language, desire submits to the rules
and grammar of language and, subsequently becomes arranged. Therefore, through
articulation, the child is introduced into the ―world of meaning of particular language in
which the world of things will come to be arranged‖ (Ibid).

4

See P. 12 in Beyond the Pleasure Principle.
See P. 55 in Jacque, Lacan. The Seminar. Book VII. The Ethics of Psychoanalysis, 1959-60. Trans. Dennis,
Porter, Notes by Dennis Porter, London: Routledge, 1992.
5
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Freud‘s example of the child‘s reel game in Beyond the Pleasure Principle extends
his theory of life and death instincts, Eros and Thanatos. Freud sees in the child‘s repetitive
behavior of throwing the reel and bringing it back a tendency driven by a force essential to
human nature, a force toward death. This compulsion to repeat the painful separation
experience is related, according to Freud, to a basic instinct in human nature toward
destruction: ―the goal of all life is death‖ (Freud 1922, 47). Such disadvantageous
reenactments are not only manifested in the games of children, but also in several other
facets, such as post-traumatic dreams, the artists‘ tendency to reproduce their miseries in
their works of art, or the masochists‘ desire for pain… etc.
Lacan analyses the child‘s game as an experience in which ―desire becomes human
[and] also that in which the child is born into language‖ (Lacan 1973, 76). Saying certain
words implies killing certain taboo desires by repressing them. The Fort! Da! experience
transforms the child‘s desire from animal-like into human-like desire because ―up to the
Fort! Da! experience, when absence becomes present through language, the infant‘s socalled desire is not different from the appetition of an animal seeking the satisfaction of its
bodily needs‖ (Richardson and Muller, 21). The child‘s desire, upon its articulation, is no
longer savage (incestuous relation with the mother); it is human-linguistic emanating from
a subject (I- self-autonomy) asking for recognition as an autonomous entity, a human being.
For this reason, the Symbolic Order is associated with life and death, for it tames
desire commuting it from savage into human desire through the Law of the Father and, at
the same time, draws on death through the unpleasing repetition of pain and displeasure.
The Symbolic is ―the realm of the Law which regulates desire in the Oedipus complex …
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the symbolic order is also the realm of DEATH, of ABSENCE and of LACK. The
symbolic is both the PLEASURE PRINCIPLE which regulates the distance from the Thing
and the DEATH DRIVE which goes ‗beyond the pleasure principle‘ by means of
repetition‖ (Muller and Richardson, 202).
Ever since Freud posited the concept of ―repetition compulsion,‖ debates were
launched on whether the death drive performs in a destructive or constructive manner.
Some arguments see Thanatos as a destructive drive for flight and ―escape, or liberation,
from limitations typical of human life, providing an opportunity for flight in the face of
situations that are hard to steer through,‖ (Hamadeh, 52) and other arguments find in the
death instinct a drive to ―fight and conquer problems deploying a force geared to adjusting
to the world and to mastering life‘s challenges‖ (Ibid). However, Freud, in his example of
his grandson‘s Fort! Da! experience, argues that through this pain causing repetition, the
child is in fact mastering the mother‘s painful absence through repeating, by his own will
the incident of her absence. Thus, even though the death drive acts destructively in one
aspect, yet its ultimate aim is a constructive one ―towards mastery and towards taking hold
of reality‖ (Ibid)
The aforementioned touches on the tendency common among artists to re-present
their neurotic experiences in their work. It is a tendency towards mastering and getting rid
of such harmful occurrences for the sake of ―the fulfillment of a wish, a correction of
unsatisfying reality‖ (Freud 1908, 2). Art, thus, helps the artist defeat his illness. Freud,
furthermore, says that the only domain able to satisfy narcissistic fancies of omnipotence is
the domain of art:
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In only a single field of our civilization has the omnipotence of thoughts
been retained, and that is in the field of art. Only in art does it still happen
that a man who is consumed by desires performs something resembling the
accomplishment of those desires and that what he does in play produces
emotional effects—thanks to artistic illusion—just as though it were
something real. (Freud 1950, 105)
Since art provides form of fulfillment of such fantasies, artistic enactments of
former destructive incidents, whether in literary or any other form of artistic expression,
have an ulterior constructive purpose behind them. It is through their works of art that
artists indeed fulfill their narcissistic yearnings:
Literature can be a highly rhetorical mode of discourse because it drives
readers to make sense of and master unfinished business; it prompts us to
resolve conflict in overly simple resolutions. This need to master conflict is
not simply intellectual entertainment; it is a fundamental need of the self. It
is a narcissistic need. (Alcorn Jr., 214)
Jacques Lacan‘s inclusion of language into the notion of desire infers that desire is
able to be healed not just revealed as Freud believes. Since desire passes through ―the
defiles of the signifiers, [it is then] depicted as one that educates and humanizes by means
of the death drive‖ (Hamadeh, 52). Therefore, desire for Lacan is not savage since it
operates within language and is mediated through the symbolic order. Words or other
symbols are dead accordingly. For Lacan, the order of the symbolic is a ―principle of
sacrifice,‖ (Lacan 1977, 244) where words and signifiers are to serve sublimated purposes.
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There is a law that governs language and governs along with it whatever passes through
language, such as desire: ―Since using language involves the observance of the laws
inherent in language (like the rules of grammar), desire that has passed through the defiles
of the signifier is a desire that has integrated the law into itself‖ (Hamadeh, 60). Thus this
signified desire leads to mastery over the self which complies with Lacan‘s notion of
mastering desire though the death drive.
Derivatively, since painting, sculpture, music, as well as literature and any other
form of artistic re-presentation, the psychopathological factor emerges as a basic incentive
behind creative inventions. Freud compares the artists to a narcissistic person who is:
oppressed by excessively powerful instinctual needs. He desires to win
honour, power, wealth, fame and the love of women; but he lacks the means
for achieving these satisfactions. Consequently, like any other unsatisfied
man, he turns away from reality and transfers all his interest, and his libido
too, to the wishful constructions of his life of phantasy. (Freud 1963, 307)
Thus Freud finds narcissistic desires to be the basic motive behind artistic
composition, where the act of art composition is, in itself, a narcissistic act into which the
artists withdraw, diverting their interest from the outside world into the world of their own
art. Artists, thus, substitute for the narcissistic desires through their world of art, where they
can build a satisfactory realm in which they are perfectly satisfied: wealthy, famous,
powerful… etc. Art, thus, forms a kind of substitution for the narcissistic craves, however,
without renunciation of the cravings: ―What appears to be a renunciation [of narcissistic
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desires through art] is really the formation of a substitute or surrogate‖ (Freud 1908, 2). But
what is precisely a narcissistic need, and how are we to label a person or a work of art as
―Narcissistic?‖
Narcissism derives from Ovid‘s famous tale Echo and Narcissus. The term was
later employed by psychologists to identify a pathological disorder common among human
beings caused by excessive self-love and sometimes malignant self-love. Narcissus in the
Greek myth was the fruit of the rape which the river god Cephisus inflicted on Liriope.
Upon Narcissus‘ birth, the fruit of this ravish, the mother took her son to the blind Tiresias
to foretell his future. Tiresias‘ prophesied that Narcissus will live till old age ―if he never
knows himself‖ (Ovid, 68). Narcissus grows as a very attractive man who enchanted
whoever saw him among women as well as men. Sadly, however, Narcissus grows to be a
total introvert soaked in his own world refusing any of his admirer‘s approaches, until one
very fascinated lady named echo falls deeply in love with him. Echo used to be a very
talkative nymph who was punished by the goddess Juno for deceiving her by telling artful
stories in order to occupy her while her husband Jove flirted with other nymphs. Juno
cursed Echo for her misdeed transforming her voice into meaningless sound which echoes
the last words of whatever she hears: ―The tongue that made a fool of me will shortly have
shorter use, the voice be brief hereafter‖ (Ibid). Hence, while echo follows narcissus, she
cannot but repeat his words in vain. As she hugs narcissus to express her love, Narcissus is
outraged and shouts: ―Keep your hands off […] and do not touch me! I would die before I
give you a chance at me,‖ while all that Echo can echo is ―give you a chance at me‖ (Ibid,
69). Echo‘s attempts keep resulting in denial until she dejectedly goes to the woods
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moaning. There, her body, out of grief, melts into air and her bones turn into stone, and
only her worthless voice remains. Narcissus‘s cruelty continues until one of the rejected
nymph‘s prays that he faces the same pain he has been inflicting on them and that he never
possesses the thing he loves: ―May Narcissus love one day so himself, and not win over the
creature whom he loves‖ (Ibid, 70). The nymph‘s plea is favorably answered by the gods,
and one day while narcissus leans over the river to drink, he becomes astonished by the
figure he sees in the water to the extent that he falls in love with it. Alas, the figure
narcissus sees is his mere reflection, one that he cannot ever get hold of. Narcissus suffers
and cries in order to be united with the figure in the water, but this is impossible. Narcissus
talks to the beautiful figure smiles to it, yet it only smiles and talks back mimicking him.
He cries:
The truth at last. He is myself! I feel it,
I know my image now. I burn with love
Of my own self; I start the fire I suffer
What shall I do? Shall I give or take the askings?
What shall I ask for? What I want is with me,
My riches make me poor. If I could only
Escape from my own body! If I could only. (Ibid, 72)
Narcissus remains gazing at his reflection in the river until his body dies and transforms
into a beautiful flower which was named after him: Narcissus.
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Ovid‘s myth of Narcissus has been analyzed and critiqued widely by philosophers
and psychologists, and the psychoanalytic notion of narcissism, as a disorder, is called after
it. Freud was the first to theorize on narcissist psychopathology in his article ―On
Narcissism: An Introduction.‖ The article begins as follows:
The term narcissism is derived from clinical description and was chosen by
Paul Nacke in 1899 to denote the attitude of a person who treats his own
body in the same way in which the body of a sexual object is ordinarily
treated- who looks at it, that is to say, strokes it and fondles with it till he
obtains complete satisfaction through these activities. (Freud 1914-1916, 73)
Narcissism is therefore the impossibility of forming object-love, while being totally
submerged in subject-love, love of the self, just like Narcissus in the Ovidian myth. The
word ―Object,‖ in this case, refers to anything other than the self. It may be a human being,
a thing, or an idea.
Freud defines narcissism as ―autoeroticism‖ which is the state in which the child
becomes infatuated with himself/herself. Freud writes in Instincts and Their Vicissitudes
that ―Originally, at the very beginning of mental life, the ego is cathected with instincts and
is to some extent capable of satisfying them on itself. We call this condition 'narcissism'
and this way of obtaining satisfaction ‗auto-erotic,‘‖ (Freud 1914-1916, 134). During early
childhood stages, being over-indulged in self-love is not necessarily a disorder; this is
called normal narcissism. However, at later stages, this self-love must be exteriorized into a
peripheral object-love, or else it will transfers into a disorder causing megalomania. The
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first object-love for the child is the ―mother,‖ represented particularly in her breast while
breastfeeding. The child must, however, separate from this object-love knowing that it
belongs to the Father, a matter that originates the feeling of castration anxiety, as
mentioned before. If the child fails to accomplish such a detachment, pathological
narcissism arises, where he/she remains self-absorbed, unable to form object relations, and
―lost in his maternal and deathly imago‖ (Rabaté, 30).
Freud‘s theorization on narcissism is mostly supported by Lacan, precisely by his
mirror stage theory. In the Cambridge Companion to Lacan, Rabaté describes how Lacan,
turning to the Freudian theory on narcissism, reinforces the concept of narcissism while
elaborating widely what Freud had started. Rabaté refers to Merelau Ponty whom he
believes that he:
showed that Lacan had a much firmer grasp of the essential Narcissus myth,
beyond what Freud said of it, thus opening the way to a more
phenomenological approach to the problem: ‗Lacan revises and enriches the
myth of Narcissus, so passionately in love with his image […] Freud saw the
sexual element of the myth first and foremost, the libido directed towards
the subject‘s own body. Lacan makes full use of the legend and incorporates
its other components. (Ibid, 30-1)
Lacan‘s mirror stage gives an answer to a notion that Freud opens in ―On
Narcissism: An Introduction‖ without giving it a satisfactory complete portrayal or
explanation. Freud writes in ―On Narcissism: An Introduction‖ that for the ego to be
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constituted, ―new psychical action‖ has to happen, however, he does not define what this
new action might be:
―a unity comparable to the ego cannot exist in the individual from the start;
the go has to be developed The auto-erotic instincts, however are there from
the very first; so there must be something added to autoerotism- a new
psychical action- in order to bring about narcissism. (Freud 1914-1916, 76)
Lacan comes to answer that the mirror stage is this new psychical action for the
formation of the ego. For the ego to be established, a new unit has to be formed in parallel
with the establishment of a bodily paradigm:
The imaginary function is that which Freud formulated to govern the
investment of the object as narcissistic object. It was to this point that I
turned myself when I showed that the specular image is the channel taken by
the transfusion of the body‘s libido towards the object. (Lacan 1977, 319)
In Ovid‘s myth, Tiresias‘ prophesy of Narcissus lasting till old age if he does not
understand (recognize) himself mirrors the case of the child‘s misrecognized ego, as per
Lacan‘s theory that the ego is based on méconnaissance. Narcissus, being completely
soaked into the self, fails to achieve detachment from the m(other), and therefore fails
achieve his individuality, his I. The outcome is destructive: Narcissus‘ death.
In the same manner, the child, during the mirror stage, needs to recognize his I
through admitting the presence of an alienated reflection in order to move into the
Symbolic Order and enter the social realm, connecting with the other. Lacan explains that
the narcissistic mechanism of identification takes place when the self identifies with the
reflected or alienated image seen in the mirror paradigm which determines the structure of
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the ego. ―It is in this erotic relation, in which the human individual fixes upon himself an
image that alienates him from himself, that are to be found the energy and form on which
this organization of the passions that we call his ego is base‖ (Ibid, 19).
Narcissus is stuck in the mirror image and does not achieve transformation into the
Symbolic Order. He endlessly gazes at his reflection in the river until he is metamorphosed
into the flower, remaining fixated in his own self. This river onto which Narcissus stares is
the place where the mother Liriope was raped by the river god Cephisus. As if Narcissus
refuses to detach from this scene which shows him that the mother is neither his nor can she
be fixated into a definite object. But Narcissus is unable to accept the greate anguish of
castration caused by this scene. He, thus, dies, failing to establish an ego of his own and
failing to arrive at socialization. He, ―on the contrary […] regresses to primary narcissism
[…] lost in a maternal and deathly imago‖ (Rabaté, 30).
Even though narcissism is mainly perceived in the form of total self-love, there are,
however, narcissistic disorders manifested in the form of self-hate. In many cases,
narcissistic individuals exhibit extreme self-hatred rather than self-love. Many people,
suffering from narcissistic personality disorders, look as themselves as ugly, inferior and
worthless. In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud explains that the lack of love given to a
person harms his self-regard leading to the feeling of inferiority and valuelessness: ―Loss
and failure in the sphere of the affections left behind on the ego-feeling marks of injury
comparable to a narcissistic scar, which […] yields the most important contribution to the '
inferiority complex' common among neurotics‖ (Freud 1922, 21-2).
The reason behind such inferiority complexes common among narcissistic
individuals, besides the Freudian ―lack-of-love‖ justification, is associated as well with the
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Lacanian notion that the ego is built on misrecognition. Narcissists encounter ―unrealistic
demand[s] imposed by an archaic grandiose self, hungering for perfection and
omnipotence‖ (Berman, 11). These rooted demands are in fact imaginary fantasies which
do not exist in the Order of the Symbolic. Per contra, perfection exists only in the
imagination of the human throughout the reflection of the supposedly perfect gestalt image
seen in the mirror, or in the ―unattainable ideal image‖ (Chiesa, 19). Unfortunately, this
image is not as flawless as it appears to be; it is only a misrecognized completeness as
previously explained as ―méconnaissance.‖ Mario Jacoby explains, in his turn, the reasons
behind narcissists‘ sense of self-hate:
[Narcissists] often seem to be precisely the opposite [of self-lovers],
involving more or less serious disturbances in self-evaluation and an
overwhelming self-hatred. People with narcissistic disorders often suffer
from not being the ‗fairest of them all‘ [Snow White‘s mirror statement],
and look at themselves as nothing but ugly and inferior. But behind the
frequently paralyzing inferiority complexes of narcissistically disturbed
individuals is an unconscious insistence on ‗perfect beauty‘ in the broadest
sense, for example, total intelligence, absolute power, brilliant genius. Since
such massive demands cannot be fulfilled, the self-love is indeed disturbed
and the individual suffers from narcissistic disorders. (Jacoby, 4)
In the following chapters, Lacan‘s theories, banking on Freud‘s basic
psychoanalytical foundations, are going to be integrated in the comparative analysis of
Sumaya Ramadan‘s novel, Awrāk Al Narjis, and Dalí‘s painting ―The Metamorphosis of
Narcissus,‖ which is be strikingly prominent in the setting of the novel. The theoretical
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notions discussed in this chapter will be pursued practically in the analysis of the two works
of art. An attempt will be made to disclose the profound association between the novel and
the painting, where Sumaya Ramadan creatively employs the painting to deliver a message
she might have not been able to convey except by means of an image, specifically the
painting of Salvador Dalí.
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Chapter Three
Dalí: The Metamorphosis of Narcissus into the
Symbolic Order
In his masterpiece, ―The Metamorphosis of Narcissus,‖ Salvador Dalí illustrates the
Ovidian Greek myth Narcissus and Echo teeming with his surrealist representation of the
human mind in its endless clash between the rationality of rules and irrationality of desires,
where the boundaries between the conscious and the subconscious are obliterated. Dalí
finds that ―the birth of the new Surrealist images should be considered, above all, as the
birth of images of demoralization‖ (Dalí- Finkelstein 1998, 214). In the surrealist
manifesto, Andre Breton wanted to ―sever the Surrealist world from traditional concepts of
reality‖ (Breton, 37). Thus, the form of surrealist painting is not fixed or ordered. It is
rather filled with chaotic and disordered representations of reality. Surrealism dictates
―thought in the absence of all control exercised by reason, outside of all aesthetic and moral
preoccupation‖ (Ibid). Surrealists paint the dystopia of the universe whose utopia failed to
satisfy their artistic passion.
Surrealism arose at the same time when the Freudian spirit was spread in the air in
the beginnings of the 20th century. They became totally attracted to the Freudian theory of
dreams as distorted images of the social repressions of desires. Thus the Freudian
psychological theories served Dalí‘s surrealist spirit with a feast to satiate his creativity and
artistic lust.
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It was only after the writings of Freud revealed to [Dalí] the symbolic world
of the unconscious as a buried reality did he give full rein to his bent for
dark inexplicable fantasy… He came to regard the dark wonder world of
dreams and hallucinations as the only subject matter worthy of artistic
treatment. (Powel 1992, 273)
Surrealists introduced into their art theory the concept of ―automatism 6‖ that calls
for abandoning conscious restrictions, creating images that break the boundaries of
consciousness and of realism. Automatism, therefore, is an automatic or spontaneous
creation of art, free from the conscious control that the artist exercises while producing an
image. The artist‘s consciousness within this surrealist concept is passive, and activity
remains only that of unconscious representations.
Despite Dalí‘s involvement in the surrealist notion of automatism, amply portrayed
in his paintings, he was not, however, fully satisfied with this concept. He did not
appreciate its excessive passivity that discounts the active involvement of the artist in his
own work. Such dissatisfaction, together with Dalí‘s strong urge for ―asserting his artistic
independence,‖ (Finkelstein 1927-1914, 182) drove him to divert from automatism,
creating a new path he called the ―paranoiac critical method.‖ As the term indicates, the
paranoia-critical process is of double facets: It illustrates the paranoid status of the human
mind, on the one hand, and the critical control over paranoiac disorder, on the other. Dalí
defines this method as ―form of mental illness in which reality is organized in such a
6

Britannica Encyclopedia: Method of painting or drawing in which conscious control over the movement of
the hand is suppressed so that the subconscious mind may take over. The Surrealists, having once achieved
an interesting image or form by automatic or chance means, exploited the technique with fully conscious
purpose.
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manner so as to be served through the control of an imaginative construction‖ (DalíFinkelstein 1996, 214). This paranoid process that ―systemize[s] confusion‖ became the
ultimate aim of Dalí‘s:
My whole ambition in the pictorial domain is to materialize the images of
my concrete irrationality with the most imperialist fury of precision…
paranoiac-critical activity organizes and objectifies in an exclusivist manner
the limitless and unknown possibilities of the systematic association of
subjective and objective ―significance‖ in the irrational. (Ibid, 321)
On a closer examination of Dalí‘s accounts of the paranoid-critical method, the
concept appears to talk about the struggle between the subject‘s pleasurable desires and the
outside rules imposed on these desires, i.e., between the instinctual pleasures and social
restrictions. In his paranoiac-critical art pieces, Dalí manifests this struggle between the
paranoid desires and the critical regulations that accompany it. ―Dalí‘s version of paranoia
addresses itself, from the outset, to the struggle between the reality principle and the
pleasure principle,‖ (Ibid, 185).
The artistic work of Dalí that we are dealing with in this study is created according
to the paranoiac-critical method. About it, the artists says that ―The Metamorphosis of
Narcissus‖ painting and poem holding the same title are the ―first poem and the first
painting obtained entirely through the integral application of the paranoid-critical method‖
(Ibid, 324). Choosing to draw from a myth (Ovid‘s Narcissus and Echo) in particular falls
in with the notion of the paranoiac method since myths are representations of reality.
Surrealists claim that their expressions are of reality itself, and not external to it: ―the
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Surrealists drew heavily on the devices of classical mythology to suggest … that
[surrealism] is perceived through the objects of the real world‖ (Chadwick, 419). It suffices
to mention that the work we are going to analyze is produced in ―entire‖ compliance with
the paranoid critical method that reflects the conflict between the pleasure and the reality
principles. The paranoiac-critical method will be revealed through the following analysis
which deals with the Lacanian theories embodiment within this paranoiac process.

The Metamorphosis of Narcissus, 1936- 1937. Oil on Canvas. 20 X 30 13/16 inches. The
Tate Gallery, London.
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Dalí‘s painting, ―The Metamorphosis of Narcissus,‖ alongside the poem that
accompanies it, will be studied structurally and thematically through exploring one of the
main themes of psychopathology, namely narcissism. Significantly, the psychopathological
notion of narcissism is not only conveyed in the subject matter of Dalí‘ painting, it is also
conveyed in the structural composition of the work of art.
In this piece of art, Dalí seems to set forth a dyadic representation of the myth
Narcissus and Echo. The first one is provided in the painting and the second in the poem.
In this double representation, Dalí does not merely illustrate the myth Narcissus and Echo
as it is in Ovid, but inflicts further complications on it that signify the paranoid status of the
human psyche, namely pathological narcissism. Dalí divides each representation into two
further parts as well. Thus, the painting and the poem in turn comprise a sub-dyadic
representation. This classification is not adopted in vain, as this paper shows. It, rather, has
a very significant implication: the first pictorial and poetic part illustrates Narcissus
engulfed in self-love, in the savage state of desire, where libidinal cathexes7 are not
subjected to any restraints from the ego or superego, whereas, the second pictorial and
poetic parts describe the metamorphosis of Narcissus into the symbolic order where the
Law-of-the-Father prevails, transforming desire from its savage into a human desire, thus
achieving resolution of pathological narcissism. Therefore, the Dalían division will be
revealed as echoing the paranoid-critical method that illustrates in part one the paranoid
pleasure principle and in part two the critical and socially conscious reality principle.
7

Freud: The Dictionary of Psychoanalysis: the words “cathexes” and “to cathect” are used as renderings of
the German “Besetzung” and “besetzen.” These are the terms with which Freud expresses the idea of
physical energy being lodged in or attaching itself to mental structures or processes, somewhat on the
analogy of an electric charge. (22)
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Beginning with the painting, Dalí structures The Metamorphosis of Narcissus into
two main divisions, set apart by the group of naked figures, which Dalí calls ―hetero-sexual
group.‖ Each part has the figure of Narcissus at its center. What relates part one to part two
is Dalí‘s ingenious opting to reflect in each part every element of the other. Thus, the whole
of part two and its sub elements act as a reflection or a metamorphosis for the whole of part
one as well as its sub elements in the second portion of the painting. The stone hand
carrying an egg from which sprouts a flower resembles, as a whole, the figure of Narcissus
bending on the left side inside the pond. The chess board in part two reflects the
heterosexual group in part one. The four-legged animal eating raw meat reflects the stones
gathering to the right of Narcissus in part one… etc. Hence, despite the correspondence
between parts one and two, the latter reflects a counter transformation of the other. Thus all
the reflections in the dyadic parts of the painting are not merely pictorial copies of one
another. They are a process of metamorphosis from one status into another. This will be
revealed and elaborated afterwards.
In part one, Narcissus appears in the foreground of the painting perching inside the
river in which his beautiful reflection is vaguely mirrored with head bending down over his
knees sighting away from his water reflection. His hair resembles in its curls a crack in the
head which extends backward and mingles with rear figures. In the middle ground of the
picture right behind Narcissus stands ―the [naked] heterosexual group.‖ In the background
of the picture there is the god of snow who, upon seeing Narcissus, ―starts melting with
desire.‖ The reigning colors in this part are the reddish hues.
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In the foreground of part two, lies a shape which resembles narcissus. Yet, at a
closer glance, it becomes clear that the shape is a hand made of stone. The hand is
disjointed and cracked, stamped with footprints of the animal depicted at the bottom right
corner, engrossed in a feast of raw flesh. The prints themselves resemble punctures in the
hand, indicating the hand‘s decay and decomposition. The hand holds a cracked egg, which
matches a split head of Narcissus from which a flower sprouts. In the middle ground of the
painting, behind the stony hand, stands another Narcissus on a pedestal in the middle of a
chessboard. The colors of the sky in the background oscillate between white, blue and grey,
with whitish as well as bluish hues overwhelming the mood of part two.
The poem ―Metamorphosis of Narcissus‖ is, likewise, divided into two main
sections. The first section opens with two fishermen wondering what Narcissus is doing
―glaring at himself all day in his looking glass.8‖ One fisherman replies that they can find
out the reason for such into-the-self gaze if they look at the bulb in Narcissus‘ head which,
as they say, ―corresponds to the psychological notion of ‗complex‘.‖ The poem goes on to
describe how the god of snow who appears in the background of the picture starts ―melting
with desire‖ while looking at Narcissus with ―his dazzling head bent over the dizzy space
of reflections,‖ until the god totally reaches the state of ―annihilation.‖ The heterosexual
group that gathers behind Narcissus come from different countries around the world. They
contemplate Narcissus engulfed by the river/self. They are waiting for a forthcoming
libidinal catastrophe: ―Already the heterosexual group, in the renowned poses of
preliminary expectation, conscientiously ponders over the threatening libidinal cataclysm.‖
8

See Dali’s poem cited in the bibliography
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Shifting into the second section, the poem experiences a sudden linguistic transition
where the pronouns shift from the third personal pronoun (used in part one) to the second
personal pronoun. This shift extends all the way till the line before the last of the poem, in
which Dalí shifts into the first personal pronoun: ―Gala my Narcissus.‖ Thus, the second
poetic section begins with a new voice calling out: ―Narcissus, you are losing your body.‖
The new arising voice starts cautioning Narcissus about the egoistic status he lingers in.
Then the poem proceeds to picture the body of Narcissus fading away in ―the abyss of his
reflection.‖ The voice calls:
―Narcissus, you are losing your body
Carried away and confounded by the millenary
Reflection of your disappearance
Your body stricken dead.‖
The portrayal of the loss of Narcissus is prolonged along with the voice continually
warning Narcissus, till finally the poem ends by describing the advent of a ―great mystery‖
about to happen, that of metamorphosis: ―Now the great mystery draws near, the great
metamorphosis is about to occur.‖ The head of Narcissus ―splits‖ and ―slits‖ to give birth to
the new Gala Narcissus, reproduced in a flower. As said before, the last line of the poem is
addressed in the first singular personal pronoun, the voice of an I: ―Gala, my Narcissus.‖
On a deeper layer of analysis, this piece of art presents an exemplification of a
psychological transformation from the pathological state of narcissistic self-love into a
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healthy socialized being, aware of the social rules and laws. In the first part, the
psychoanalytical notion of narcissism is alive in its fierce status. We realize in Dali‘s first
parts Narcissus perching inside the river gazing at his own self, which implies the climax of
self-love and the inability to achieve object-love. Narcissus is totally soaked in his self, his
―looking-glass.‖
The entire features drawn in part one of The Metamorphosis of Narcissus are
associated with the id and the instinctual pleasures, where Libidinal desires are brimming
over. The represented atmosphere is typical of a numb state of sleep and surrender to
desires and whims, to the extent that desire‘s heat melts the god of snow, as though no
divine power can interfere in such moments of lust. Even the god loses his divinity in the
presence of all-consuming desires. The heterosexual group bears testimony to the
pervasiveness of desire in its utmost lustful state, free of the kinship and marriage ties
imposed by the Law of the Father. Eroticism is explicit in the description of the floral
spears that ―rise erect, tender, and hard,‖ echoing clear phallic implications. The reddish
hues that color part one are clearly associated with eroticism and passion, as well: ―Red is a
bright, warm colour that evokes strong emotions; Red is also considered an intense, or even
angry, colour that creates feelings of excitement or intensity‖ (Wagner, 6). The erotic
atmosphere is prolonged in the poem until it reaches its orgasmic level where narcissus
loses himself arriving at the peak of pleasure:
―When his white torso folded forward
Fixes itself frozen,
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In the silvered and hypnotic curve of his desire,
When the time passes
On the clock of the flowers of the sand of his own flesh
Narcissus loses his being in the cosmic vertigo
In the deepest depths of which
Is singing the cold Dionysian siren of his own image.
The body of Narcissus flows out and loses itself
In the abyss of his reflection,
Like the sand glass that will not be turned again.‖
Desire and self-annihilation are quite underlined in this part, where sexual instincts
prevail, setting free the ―pleasure principle‖ from all possible restrictions imposed by the
superego. Self-annihilation echoes the Freudian reference in Beyond the Pleasure Principle
to the Nirvana concept, where sexual instincts operate against life till it reaches death,
annihilation. Freud finds in the Nirvana (self-annihilation) the ―strongest motives for
believing in the existence of the death instinct‖ (Freud 1922, 71) Thus, in this first part,
Narcissus surrenders to the pleasure principle, remaining totally immersed within
instinctual libido, refusing to mute his savage desire for possessing his self/mother. Death
of the incestuous desire to own the mother does not occur, and the mother/child union
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remains active. Narcissistic desires within this part function vitally according to Eros,
where Thanatos does not prevent Narcissus from overcoming the ―malignant subject-love.‖
The turning-point that ―The Metamorphosis of Narcissus‖ arrives at in the second
pictorial and poetic sections is initiated with the arrival of the new voice addressing
Narcissus that resonates in a cautioning manner. The voice is like that of the conscience, of
the law-of-the-Father that warns Narcissus against the instinctual sin that he commits in the
first part: ―Narcissus, don‘t you understand?‖ ―Narcissus, you are losing your body.‖
Voices warn him of submitting to desire‘s fatal attractions. The voice continues trying to
awaken Narcissus from his instinctive sleep: ―Narcissus, do you understand? … Narcissus
you are so immobile … one would think you were asleep.‖
With the advent of this voice, desires and instincts become repressed. Narcissism in
this part is dead, as the poem says: ―your body stricken dead.‖ The death of the self-soaked
Narcissus is pictured in the decay and decomposition of the stone hand which is
metamorphosed from the surviving Narcissus in the first part, as previously mentioned. His
death in this part implies the death of the brutal instincts and the rise of the Symbolic order.
However, another surviving Narcissus (on the chessboard) exists in this part. This
time he survives only according to the rules of the Father that overwhelm the second part.
The presence of Narcissus on the chessboard which, as aforementioned, reflects the
reflection or metamorphosis of the heterosexual group in the first part implies that he has
come out of the eroticism of the first part and has established his place as one entity,
independent of the group. Standing on the chessboard, Narcissus fixes himself within the
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sphere of culture, where order and rules take over. The chess game, in its extreme order or
patterned geometrical composition, signifies rules and laws. The chess board in this part is
also portrayed detached from the organic nature that surrounds it, and with Narcissus being
part of it, he becomes part of culture as well. Ferdinand de Saussure writes that the rules
and laws of language are ―just as the game of chess‖ (Saussure, 107), thus, emphasizing
that the presence of Narcissus in this part within the chessboard signifies his birth into
language, into the symbolic realm.
This section, therefore, illustrates Narcissus‘ submission to the rule and laws of
society, in which the Father appears owning the phallus and, thus, empowered to forbid the
incestuous relation between child and mother. The Father restrains the instinctual desires,
including the narcissistic ones, in order that the birth of social rules and laws take place.
Narcissus sadly accepts the severing of unity with the mother through killing his own desire
and abandons himself to grieving for his own castrated self, relative to the Father‘s
possession of the phallus. Savagery and bodily instincts are left for the animal which
appears in the right corner of the painting eating raw meat. The white and blue colors that
reign in this part are associated with purity and spirituality, rising over the brutality of the
red color that prevails in the first part.
The coming of the Father, as well, initiates the birth of the child‘s ego, where he
starts living the self as an autonomous individual separate from the mother. For this reason,
the transformation takes place where Narcissus, in Dalí‘s work, moves into the symbolic
order. He succeeds in achieving object love breaking out of the cocoon of the self. The
object love for him now is the new flower that arises from the split head which slits the
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confined shell of subjectivity. Gala is the new object-love, the new Narcissus, invested with
a new libido.
When that head slits
when that head splits
when that head bursts,
it will be the flower, the new Narcissus,
Gala - my narcissus.
In this last line, ―Gala, my Narcissus,‖ we find the pronoun I for the first time in the
poem. The birth of the I in the poem corresponds to the birth of the ego that takes place in
the end of the second section of Dalí‘s work. The metamorphosis that takes place from the
imaginary order of autoerotism into the symbolic order of object love paves the way for the
formation of the I as the subject of language.
This healthy psychological metamorphosis represented in the dual sections that
complete Dalí‘s ―The Metamorphosis of Narcissus,‖ cannot be accomplished without the
child‘s proper passage through the mirror-phase. Any complications occurring during the
mirror stage lead to neurotic or even psychotic regressions, such as narcissism. Sumaya
Ramadan‘s novel presents us with a complicated mirror stage transformation, where the
narrator/protagonist goes through an unhealthy mirror-stage development resulting in
psychological disorders. Dali‘s painting‘s sound metamorphosis mirrors for the
narrator/protagonist the reality of her unhealthful metamorphosis as will be developed in
the following chapter.
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Chapter Four
Dali‘s Metamorphosed Mirror in Ramadan‘s
Leaves
Peering into Sumaya Ramadan‘s Awrāk Al Narjis, through the lens of Lacanian
psychoanalysis, reveals layers of the narcissistic hang-ups that shackle the personality of
Kimi, the main character of the novel. Throughout the analysis, the decisive function of
Dali‘s ―The Metamorphosis of Narcissus‖ will be exposed as the mirror that reflects to
Kimi her pathological personality. The encounter with Dali‘s painting recalls the child‘s
encounter with his/her image in the mirror paradigm of the Lacanian mirror stage, with
discrepancies that point out the repercussions of failure of the passage through this critical
stage of personality development.
In the opening pages of the novel, we are presented with Kimi, lying in a mental
hospital surrounded by family members who are convincing her to swallow an antihallucination pill which Kimi calls ―the rosy pill9‖ (ّخ٣هكُٞ )اُؾجّخ اthat‘ll allow her to rest and
sleep ―forever.‖ Kimi portrays the family as conspiring ( )ٓؤآوحagainst her by means of the
pill that will lead to her death. Taking a pill has a different implication for Kimi: as Kimi
refuses the pill, she in fact rejects their attempts to stop her world of imagination, wherein
she constructs a happy life. Therefore, the pill implies encountering the harsh reality from

9

This translation is used by me, while in Booth’s translation; Al Habba Al Wardiyya is translated as the pink
pill. I find “rosy pill” a better translation for it brings the double meanings the Arabic word carries, the color
pink and the rose. My translation brings out the association I make in this study with the narcissus flower.
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which she attempts to escape. The encounter with reality is, according to Kimi, an
experience of ―death‖, the reason why she describes the swallowing of the pill as
sentencing herself to death.
 ؽجخ. ٗلَي٠ِٖ اُؾٌْ ث٘لَي ػ٣ٕ اُزأًل ٖٓ أٗي كوػ ر٘لنٝل٣و٣ ْ كوػٛ ،ا هزِخٝ إال صبهٝ ٕ هزِيٞؼ٤َزؽ٣ ْ الٛ"
.)01-4( 10" ػناثي٢ٜ٘ز٣ٝ ، األثل٠ُٖ إ٤ٓب ر٘بٛ ثؼلٝ وح٤خ صـ٣هكٝ
The inauguration of the novel in such a manner immediately draws the reader‘s
attention to a distant and cold relation between Kimi and her family. This lack of affection
will be disclosed throughout the analysis as the main cause behind Kimi‘s pathological
personality.
The mother is absent. She is hardly ever with Kimi; and if she is at all in the picture,
it is only to inflict additional pain on her daughter‘s transparently sensitive personality. The
mother is an extremely organized and strict person, very obsessed with appearances. She is
frequently at the hairdresser; and at home she organizes objects with excessive accuracy
and precision, turning a blind eye to the basic care for her child‘s needs, especially the need
for love. The mother‘s absence and lack of attentiveness are manifested in Kimi‘s saying:
بِّٜ أهجٝ  "آًَ ثَوػخ، (72)"12٢ إُـبئ٠ِٖ (ُألّ) ػ٣ّ " ُٔبما رصو،)27( "11ٍٞاّ ٖٓ اُيعبط أُصوٞب هٜ٘٤ثٝ ٢٘٤"ث
،ًربٞ ص٢ٓ ال أٍٔغ أل.و٤َٗصَ األٍب٣ ٠روق ؽزٝ  ػ٘لٓب أكزؼ رؾعو، ٌٓبٕ ٓب٢خ ك٤ اُقِل٢ ك٢ّٓ أٝ ، كاكح آٓ٘خ،ثَوػخ
.)01( "13خ٣ٞ هٝ اظؾخٝ ٌُٖ آٓ٘خ

10

“They cannot kill you for then they will become murderers. They mean only to be assured that you, at
your own bidding, will enforce the verdict upon your very own person. ‘A tiny *rosy+ pill, and then you’ll
sleep forever and your suffering will end” (Booth, 4).
11
I sit beside her *the mother+ on a matching chair watching her closely; when I speak to her, she doesn’t
answer. Between us stands a partition of polished glass” (Booth, 65)
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Her father is also always absent and busy. He always travels to attend to business.
Kimi, however, does not describe the meanness of her father. He mostly appears in the
novel when asking his daughter about the gifts she would like him to bring her from
abroad. There is no mention of the father‘s cruelty. Yet, in his physical absence, he denies
Kimi the affection and care she needs, as does any other child. The father is not even aware
of the repetitive answer she gives him when asked about the gift: that all she needs is his
safety and return home. Kimi endlessly requests the presence of the father, and not any
material gifts like her other sisters:
.(24) "14لى٣رِق ػٔبٓزي ثئٝ ،ّ ػبكري١ذ ى٤روعغ اُجٝ ،يح ٍالٓزي٣"ػب
The only caring person existing for Kimi is her nanny, Dada Āmna, whom Kimi
comes to call ―mom‖ most of the time5
)؟38( "15ب آٓ٘خٍٜٔغخ إٔ أٓي ا٣"ُٔبما هِذ ُقل
Āmna provides Kimi partially with an alternative mother‘s love. She reads her stories,
feeds her, waits for her arrival from school, talks to her about her joyful and painful
childhood experiences, jokes and plays with her:
.)04("16ُْ رٔأل اُؼب٢ اُز٢ٛ قوط اٌُجبه ًبٗذ آٓ٘خ٣ "ػ٘لٓب

12

“Why are you *mother+ so set on cancelling me out like this” (Booth, 69)?
I swallow my breakfast and kiss her rapidly, Nana Amna; and my mother is somewhere in the background.
When I open the door, Amna appears and stands with me until the elevator arrives. I do not hear a sound
from my mother, but Amna is clear and forceful” (Booth, 11).
14
“I want your good health and cheer! And that you come home safe and sound, and wrap your turban,
father dear” (Booth, 20).
15
“Why did you tell Khadiga that your mother’s name is Amna” (Booth, 82)?
13
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However, a nanny cannot provide a substitute for a mother‘s love, especially with
the physical mother being there and with the child‘s knowledge of her being the ―real
mother.‖ Such uncertainty engenders a lot of confusion about the mother figure for Kimi.
She knows who her actual mom is but finds her far away; and she knows that Āmna is not
her real mother but finds her around most of the times. Kimi‘s mother is at once present
and absent. Such confusion is verbalized by Kimi in the form of ―transformation;‖ she
frequently speaks throughout the novel about the mother‘s customary transformation from
one person into another:
.)12( "17كحٜٞب أُؼّٜالرٍّٞ رؾٞ هل رزؾٝ ) آٓ٘خٝ (األّ أٟ األفوٝٔب إٔٛ إؽلاٌٞ (األّ) هل ر٢ٛ ٝ"
In the first pages of the novel, Kimi describes a struggle developing between her
and her mother, an act in which one person must die for the other‘s birth to take place. The
struggle is compared to a battle of separation between the body and the soul, where the two
opponents are united, just like the body and soul, and are in need of breaking this unity for
a birth to take place.
دٞٔٗ  أّٗزب هلٝ أ،٢ٛ ب٤ رؾٝ ٢ِ٘ب هل روزّٜٗ أ،ِٕٞٔؼ٣ ًعب٣ْ أٜ ك،خ٤ٍّجخ هب٤ب ؼٌُّٜ٘ ...ػّٝع اُغَل ٖٓ اُوِٞ"ؼ
ٍّٞ هل رزؾٝ ،ٟ األفوٝٔب إٔٛ إؽلاٌٞ هل ر٢ٛٝ ، ٗزصبهع٢ٛ ٝ لٗب أٗبْٛب٣ هقٝ ،ٚبىار٤ ػبُْ كول ًَّ اٗؾ...ًّب٣ٍٞ
5بٛ آٓو،ُخٞ ٓوزٝ هبرِخ أ.ٕ آ٢ٖ ك٤٘ كزصجؼ اإلص٢٘ؿٝ ُزوا،كحٜٞب أُؼّٜالرٞرؾ
 آٗب١ كاب آٗب٣ ٢رٞٓ -

16

“Whenever the grownups went out, Amna was the one who filled the world and kept it from crumbling”
(Booth, 15).
17
“Her *the mother+: she might be this one of the pair, or perhaps she’s the other one. She might transform
herself in the familiar ways she does, to dupe me by becoming both at once” (Booth, 7).
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5ٍٞ أه٢ٗ أّ روا.)07( "18ب آٓ٘خ٣ ٢رٞٓ Kimi‘s account of the struggle asserts two main factors: The first affirms the
equivocality of the mother figure for Kimi, as aforementioned. She says that her mother
acts in an evasive manner changing from one person into another until she becomes the two
in one. The second and major critical angle of the quoted statement is the awareness of
oneness that exists between Kimi and the mother. They are both one united entity just like
the soul and the body. Kimi compares the mother‘s departure from her as the body‘s
departure from its soul, and if the two separate, death is the outcome, echoing the
traditional notion that upon death, the body leaves the soul. Thus, Kimi does not achieve
detachment from the childhood sense of oneness that exists between mother and child, prior
to the mirror stage. She is rather dominated by a chaotic mix of perceptions incapable of
distinguishing her own self from that of her parents or even from the world around.
The parental absence Kimi suffers from in childhood, whether through the cruelty of
her mom or through the absence of her father, causes Kimi to lack emotional stability and
the love-engendered sense of security needed for the establishment of a healthy personality.
The loss of love she is subjected to in childhood causes the Freudian narcissistic injury or
―narcissistic scar‖ that occurs when the parents deny their child their love and care: "Loss

18

“Soul’s depart from body … A harsh, hard, cruel benevolence, for they, too, know that she might kill me
and live, she might. Or that we might die together … There is no one here to protect me, no friend, today;
only a world that has lost all its preferences and alliances, that stands witnessing us- witnessing me,
witnessing her- as we struggle. … Killer or killed. I command her: Die- ana! Die – I- ana! Or am I saying: Die
Amna” (Booth, 7)!
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and failure in the sphere of the affections left behind on the ego-feeling marks of injury
comparable to a narcissistic scar‖ (Freud 1922, 20).
In a chapter entitled ―The Reckoning Lesson,‖ Kimi describes the injury that befalls
her as her head is banged on a glass table because of a trivial mistake she makes while
solving an exercise in arithmetic. Painfully and intricately, Kimi relates how ever since that
bang on the head, the glass table cracked, and the crack started to grow bigger and bigger,
with no one taking notice or attempting to fix the split. This crack in the glass develops into
a symbol of the psychological disorder that Kimi suffers from at later stages. This symbol
recurs frequently throughout the novel, as an epitome of the narcissistic injury that was
inflicted on Kimi. Both remind us of the split of the head in Dali‘s painting to connote the
notion of mental illness. Kimi, herself, discloses the fact that this cracked glass remains the
―invulnerable proof of the kind of mentality that lives under this brain,‖ and which due to
the carelessness she is treated with, everyone ignores.
٠َِ اُلآؾ ػ٤ُ اُل،غ٤ٔ ٖٓ اُغٟ ٓوأ٠ِِخ ػ٣ٌٞنا ٓلح ؼٛ َ ظٝ .هٌَُٞٔيح اَُلوح ا٤ئصالػ ىعبط رواث٣ زْ أؽلٜ٣ ُْ"
.)01( "19ٔخ٤ أعواٍبً ػظٚ٘ٓ ٕٞص٘ؼ٣  اُلٓبؽ … ػوكذ إٔ اُيعبط هلٙنٛ ٌَٖ٣ ١ٖ اُنٛخ اُن٤ػٞٗ
Kimi expresses huge bewilderment at how her family was unable to realize the split
in the head which gradually made her lose sense of outside reality and divert her interest
internally:
 ًبٗذ رِي،بٜ ُـز٢ ك،َٛذ األ٤ ثٝ بٜز٤ ث٢ب كّٜٕٗ؟ أّ أٞٔزٌز٣ اٞٗ ًبٝ اْٞ الؽظٛا؟ أّ رواِٞؾظ٣ ُْ ق٤ً
ٝ ب كال رٌق ػٖ اُعؾيّٜفٝل٣ ٢ِب ٖٓ ْٗبغ كافٜع٘زٝ  ٓقزِق؟ ػ٘لٓب رؾٔوٞ ٗؾ٠ِاألػواض رلَّو ػ

19

“No one took any interest in repairing the cracked glass on the dining room table. Its web of splinters long
remained, visible to everyone, irrefutable evidence of the sort of brain that inhabited that head … I
remained aware that from glass they might craft great, isolating bells” (Booth, 10).
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 ًبٗذ٢ب اُزٜٕ رَبهع فلوبٕ هِجٝلَّو٣ اٞٗ؟ ثٔبما ًبًِٚٔواً ثأّٜ ً رقوٝ بٜٔز٣ل ػيٜ٘ػ٘لٓب رٝ ،اُؾوًخ
.)30( "20و ٓجوّهح٤لخ اُـ٤٘ك األكؼبٍ اُؼٝ هكٚ٤ِ ر،ّد اُزبٌَُٞ صْ ا،ٚهق ٖٓ ّلح ظوثبرٞز٣ ٌبك٣ ٚرْؼو ث
Little by little, this crack of the glass/brain metamorphoses into a sheltering bell that
forms around Kimi and into which she retreats in order not to be harmed by the painful
reality of the outer world. However, this bell that protects her, on one hand, leads to her
dissociation with reality, on another, emphasizing her psychopathology. Within the bell,
she protects herself from the bullets of lack of love that ―pierced her skin,‖ as she describes:
... ِخ٤ٔجخ اُغ٤ٛح اُوَٞ عؼَ ًَ رِي اُو١ ٓب اُن.ْٔ ثبُص٢٘ج٤ ُزص٢ُٞهاد رزغٔغ ؽِِٞب ثٜٗ أ٠ِ" رؼبِٓذ ٓغ أٌُِبد ػ
.)47( "21ٔب٤ب عوٍب" ػظَٜرَ٘ظ ٖٓ ٗل
.)11( "22١قيّ عِل٣ ٠خ ّظ٤ٓخ اٌُال٤ِٔ رِي اُؼ٢و ك٣زؽب٣ ًٕبٝ"
Kimi might be alluding to the bell motif used by Sylvia Plath in her novel The Bell
Jar. Plath employs the bell to say that when she becomes mentally ill, she gets trapped
under a bell that prevents her from leading a so-called normal life. Kimi says that her friend
used to call her ―Sylvia‖ and sometimes ―Plath.‖ Kimi furthermore expresses her obsessive
fear of committing suicide, as Plath did, by turning on the gas supply in her kitchen till she
suffocated:
٠ُٖ ثوأٍي ا٤ِف رلفٍٞ .بِٜزي ٓض٣بٜٗ ٌٕٞف رٍٞ .ٚ رؾز٢ٖ إٔ روجؼ٣ رصو١نا اُغوً اُنٛ  ٖٓ رؾذ٢ أفوع،٢و٤"أك
.)13( "23رخ ٓلغؼخٞٓ ٖ٤رٞٔ رٝ ٖ اُـبى٤رلزؾٝ ٕاُلو
20

“How was it that they did not notice? Or was it that at home and among her family, in her own language,
these symptoms were rationalized differently, explained away? When her cheeks reddened from an inner
vigor that made her dizzy, and she couldn’t stop laughing and fidgeting, and when her will was broken and
she was mute for a month at a time? How did they explain the rush of her heartbeat- she was sure it must
stop from the very force of its throbbing- and then the utter stillness, followed by violent and inexplicable
reactions” (Booth, 27).
21
“I treated words as little crystal shards mounting and winding around me until they made me deaf. What
caused all that beautiful terrible harshness to lose its frightening beauty- and its power to create, as it
weaves itself into a massive bell that protects me” (Booth, 89).
22
“And from that verbal operation there flew shards that scattered and pricked my skin” (Booth, 27).
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The glass bell, as Kimi states, is constructed ―word by word,‖ through language.
Thus language is what built the bell that embodies Kimi‘s disturbed psyche. This is
reminiscent of Lacan‘s notion that the unconscious is structured like a language. All the
hurtful words that she receives from her family are perceived by Kimi as glass bullets that
start to form a bell around her until she becomes totally isolated inside the comforting
beautiful bell. Kimi furthermore, names the whole process of the construction of the bell a
―linguistic process.‖
. ًِٔخ. ًِٔخ،جخ٤ ص٘بػخ ػغْٙٞ ص٘ؼٜٗ أل. ُْ أُؾظ.ي٤َُٔواً ٖٓ اُيعبط ا٤ عوٍبَ ًج٢ُٕٞ ؽٞص٘ؼ٣ ْٛ ٝ ْٜ"ُْ أُؾظ
٢ُٗٞؼي٤ُ ٢٘ٓ ْٜ٣ؤم٣ ٕ ًب١ ٓب اُن.١ق ّي عِل٣ ٠خ ّظ٤ٓخ اٌُال٤ِٔ رِي اُؼ٢و ك٣زؽب٣ ًٕبٝ ...خ٤َُزب٣هح ًوًَِِٞ ًِٔخ ث
")11( ؟24ٌناٛ
This withdrawal into the isolating bell (the self) is actually the establishment of
Kimi‘s narcissistic personality. She gradually retreats inwardly forming an isolated sphere
into which no one enters, keeping her safe from the disappointments of the external world.
A narcissist ―withdraws his libidinal interest from the outside world and directs it
narcissistically to himself. Thus arises the notion of the psychotic as withdrawal from an
unbearable world and loss of reality‖ (Muller 206-7). Kimi‘s libidinal investments
narcissistically withdraw into the self because of the sad disappointment in the outer reality.

23

“Wake up! Get out from under this bell beneath which you are so determined to huddle. Your end will be
like hers. You’ll stick your head inside the oven, turn on the gas, and die a horrid death” (Booth, 35).
24
I did not notice them as they crafted around me a large bell of thick glass. I did not notice because they
worked it in an amazing way: word by word, every word a crystal … And from that verbal operation there
flew shards that scattered and pricked my skin. What did they find so painful in me that they needed to
isolate me that way” (Booth, 27)?
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This drives her to create a world of her own within the bell where she can control what
images, people or words enter her world and satisfy her narcissistic desires.
)32( "25بالد؟٤لح ثبُق٤بح ٍؼ٤ٖ ؽ٣كٞ"ُٔبما رو
٠ٖ ِٗو٤ظٞ ً٘ب ٓؾظُٞ ،ً اإلفز٘بم كٌَ٘و اُغو٢ ٗجلأ ك٠ٖ ؽز٤ ؽ٠ُب اٜ ٗوجغ رؾزٝ ٘ب٤ٔ"ًِ٘ب ٗص٘غ ألٗلَ٘ب أعواٍبً رؾ
.)001( "26بٜ ٍالُخ ال ِٗؾظ٢ه كٞ٤ََُبػلٗب كزََ٘ ا٤ كٖٚٓ ٗؾج
Kimi‘s narcissism, however, is not manifested in the form of self-love, but rather in
the form of self-hate. This is due to the lurking demands within Kimi for the impossible
absolute standards and perfections. "The narcissistic hunger may manifest itself in
pervasive feelings of emptiness, depression, or dehumanization. The self is depleted
because of the unrealistic demands imposed by an archaic grandiose self, hungering for
perfection and omnipotence‖ (Berman, 11). Kimi announces that all her goal in life is to
attain excellence. She yearns to own the whole world, and says that if she cannot get hold
of the whole world, she wants nothing.
ٕم اَٗبٞز٣ ق٤ً . إٓب الٝ ٙ إٓب اُؼبُْ ثأٍو. هثّٔبٙ اُؼبُْ ثأٍو.ٚق أػوك٤ً ١ ال أكهٝ ،ًٚ٘ ُٚ ٌ٤ُ ء٢ُْ مٞ" ً٘ذ أر
ًَ ٢٘ ٓب أػبهٞٛ ناٛ ٝ .٢َنا ً٘ذ أكهة ٗلُٜٝ ْ ٗؼ.الد٤و ٖٓ أَُزؾ٤ ًض٠ُم اُ٘بً اٞز٣ ؟ٚك مارٞعُٕٞ اٌٞ٣ ٕ أ٠ُا
.)108( "27بى٤ت ٖٓ أعَ اإلٓز٣ اُزله... هذُٞمُي ا

25

Why are you leading a life delighted with imagination? (My translation) The reason I use my translation
here is because in Booth’s text, the sentence is mistakenly translated as “Why are you letting your fancies
destroy an agreeable life” (Booth, 84)?
26
“All of us craft for ourselves those bells that protect us, and we huddle beneath them for a spell until we
begin to suffocate- and then we shatter the bell. If we are lucky, we’ll meet someone we can love, someone
who will help us, and so the bonds are unraveled gently, and we do not notice” (Booth, 108).
27
“I was yearning for something that has no core, no essence, and I haven’t known how to recognize it. The
whole world that might be. Either the whole world or nothing. How can a person long for existence itself?
People long for many things that are impossible. Yes and that is what I was training myself for … Training for
the sake of excelling” (Booth, 102).
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Kimi‘s desire to meet this unattainable perfection leaves her frequently disappointed.
Thus whatever good deeds she does or good qualities she acquires, she always feels inferior
with respect to the perfect standards she strives to accomplish. She looks at herself as ugly,
ignorant, useless, loathsome, cowardly …etc.
،ِٔخٜٓ ، فبئ٘خ،هحٝ ٓـو، ٓزؼبظٔخ، ٓ٘بكوخ، ًبمثخ أٗذ،ب أٗب٣ ٢رٞٓ 5 روزصٝ بَٜ ٗل٠ِب اُناد ػٌٜٔ رؾ٢"ًَ األؽٌبّ اُز
،خٜ٤ ٍل،ٕٞل اُؼ٣ ١ ال رٔل،ٖ٣فو٥ ال رؾوًي آالّ ا،خ٤َ ٗوع،ًٖ ػٔال٤َ٘ ال رؾ،زوحٜ َٓز،وح٣ ّو، ٍبمعخ،ؾخ٤ هج،خ٤ؿج
 عجبٗخ ال،ٖ٤عبً رقبك٣أٝ ،ُخٝؽلى َٓؤٝ ،ٚ٣ٝ ثالٝ ُْه اُؼبٝ ًَ ّو٢ؽلى اَُجت كٝ .ٕ ال ؿلواٝ  ٓ٘ي٠ ال هع،بىئخٛ
")011( .28ٖ٣ٞرو
The isolation that wraps up Kimi is the outcome of the critical harm caused by the
parents‘ maltreatment which starts in earliest stages through her relation with the mother.
According to the mirror phase theory of normal childhood development, Kimi is supposed
to see herself in the mirror of the mother‘s body in order to build her autonomous identity.
However, the mother‘s insensitivity and ―usual transformations‖ deny Kimi of the gestalt
figure she is supposed to encounter in the mirror phase to allow her to break up the
imaginary sense of fragmentation. The father‘s absence, in turn, plays a crucial role in
Kimi‘s inability to effect dissociation from the mother. His absence aborts the structural
role he is supposed to play whereby he helps his child to internalize the social rules and
laws he epitomizes as the big Father.

28

“All the judgments that the self passes on itself and punishes: my death, mine, ya ana, liar you are,
hypocrite! Arrogant, conceited, treacherous, neglectful, stupid, ugly, naïve, evil, reckless! You aren’t good at
anything, you’re a Narcissus, you’re not moved by other’s wounds. You never extend a helping hand.
Insolent , scornful- there’s no hope to be had from you, and no forgiveness for you! You- only you- are the
cause of all the evil in the world, all of its disasters, you alone are responsible, and you’re afraid, as well- a
coward with no strength at all” (Booth, 100).
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Since Kimi does not break the mother/child symbiosis, she remains with fragmented
and disintegrated identity as a result of the non-identification with the gestalt image that
marks the recognition of the self as an ―I‖ and the non-self as an ―other.‖ Thus she remains
incapable of realizing the distinguishing lines drawn between the world of the self and the
world of the other.
The previously mentioned fight description depicts the active reinforcement of
detaching mother/child dyad. Kimi struggles to break this union; she wants to identify each
one‘s identity, eventually identify her social I: Which is the mother? And which is she?
One of them must die for identification to take place, for her to break out of the cocoon of
narcissism. She orders: ―Die Āmna‖… ―Die Ana (me)…‖ Alas, nothing happens. Kimi
admits that the bell ―protected her from metamorphosis and blocked the natural law of
maturity.‖ Kimi‘s statement touches directly on her failure during the mirror stage to
evolve into a mature person with an individual I.
")47( .29٢ؼ٤ٕ اُ٘عظ اُؽجٞٗم هبٞؼ٣ ٝ ،ٍّٞ ٖٓ اُزؾ٢٘٤ٔؾ٣ ًٔب٤"عوٍبً ػظ

Kimi‘s fragmented identity is revealed in several aspects as well, as in the way she
refers to herself as another, recalling the Lacanian phenomenon of ―transitivism.‖ Failing to
accomplish the distinguishing lines between ―Innenwelt and the Umwelt,‖ (Lacan 1977, 4)
Kimi refers to herself mixing between the third and the first personal pronouns. She is
incapable of referring to the self and other as separate beings. Kimi begins describing an

29

“ A massive bell that protects me from change and blocks the natural law of growth to maturity” (Booth,
89).
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incident or a feeling using the first personal pronoun (I) and shifts immediately to describe
the same incident or feeling using the third personal pronoun (she). The statement below is
representative of this trend in the novel‘s structure:
ٕ ًب.بء٣ل إلٗوبم اٌُجو٤ؽُٞ اُؾَّ اٞٛ  اإلٌٗبه.ّ٘ب٤ُ تٛ هل م٢ٍ ًإٔ هأ.ُْ أ٠ٗ ال أّؼو ثأك.١ أرؾٌَّ ّؼو١ل٣ ُ"هكؼذ
 الفتاج ليست متأكّدج من.لُْٜٔ ٓضَ مُي ا٢اد كٍٞ٘ ب ػْوٛوح ثبٌُبك ػٔو٤ صـ٢ٌبً أُّب رج٤ؼ٤ٌٖ ؼج٣ ُْ ٝ ّب٤هكّ كؼَ رِوبئ
")01( .30 فهي تالفعل ال تفهم الحساب، و التهمح من الصّعة درئها.ذنثها
The self and other amalgamation in Kimi‘s personality is also clearly manifested by
several other instances. Kimi describes her fractured and all enveloping personality:
.)71( "31بٜبر٣ أٗب ؽٌبٝ  أٗب آٓ٘خ.ٖ٣فو٥ أُْ اٝ ٢ُٖٔ أ٤ك رلصَ ثٝ ؽل٢ُ َذ٤ُ"
.)12( "32 أٗب كوػ، أٗبٝ ٖ أٗب ٗؾ،ْٛ َُذٝ ْٛ "أٗب
When Kimi‘s teacher asks her to repeat after him saying ―I,‖ she says ―you:‖
.)14( "33!" "أٗذ١ ًوّهٝ  أٗب٢ُٞ" ه
Such perplexity is, furthermore, expressed by way of the names Kimi confuses
while referring to herself, to her mother and to Āmna. In the Arabic language she calls her
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“I raised my hand to touch my hair. I didn’t feel the slightest pain. My head had simply withdrawn,
absented itself, gone to sleep. Denial is the only way to rescue pride. For a little person of hardly ten years to
keep herself from crying, in such a scenario, is a spontaneous reaction, though perhaps not seemingly a
natural one. The girl is not certain of the nature of her sin. And the accusation is difficult to parry, for she
truly does not understand how to reckon these sums” (Booth, 9).
31
“And I have no edges, no borders, to separate my aches from the pains of others. I am Amna, and I am her
tale” (Booth 19-9).
32
“I am them, and I’m not them. I am that ‘we’ and I’m also ‘I’- just ‘I’” (Booth, 45).
33
“- Say I and repeat it! Say ana. – You” (Booth, 36).
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mom ―٢ٓأ,‖ herself ―أٗب,‖ and her nanny ―آٓ٘خ.‖ If we are to break apart the constituting
letters of the word Āmna ( )أ أ ّ ٕ اwe find that the word is constituted of the mother‘s and
Kimi‘s names: ( )أٗب+ (ّ)آٓ٘خ( = )أ.
The imaginary isolation that results in Kimi‘s loss of attachment to the outside world,
builds for her an illusory and fugitive sense of satisfaction. This satisfaction, however,
remains vulnerable to reality‘s intervention, at any moment. The bell is made of glass too,
connoting the psyche‘s susceptible borders that separate Kimi‘s inner imaginary realm and
outer ―realistic‖ one. In other words, the world that Kimi invents to hide within is an
unprotected world, just like the reality that she withdraws from. This imaginary perception
of the inner world can be shaken once reality pops up mirroring the insecurity of illusory
imagination, a fact that takes place when Kimi faces Dali‘s painting.
As Kimi encounters ―The Metamorphosis of Narcissus,‖ hanging on the wall of her
room in Ireland, she experiences a tremendous fear, and her heart beats fast as though she
has discovered a frightening fact. The painting in which Dali illustrates the pathological
notion of narcissism mirrors for Kimi her narcissistic pathology that she struggles not to
acknowledge.
Kimi‘s fear recalls the Lacanian description of the frustration the child experiences
while seeing his/her reflection in the mirror, fear of ―sliding back again into the chaos from
which he started‖ (Lacan 1977, 6). As the image shows Kimi a gestalt figure, which has
properly evolved into socialization, she is encountered with the fact that she has not
evolved according to this law of transformation. This reflection triggers in Kimi the lurking
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fear of fragmentation, of disintegrated and narcissistic identity which she refuses to
encounter, and yet, which she cannot deny anymore. Kimi says that it was up till the
moment of encounter with the painting that the glasses of the bell broke and were not able
to protect her anymore or allow her to experience jubilation.
ب هل اًزْلذ ّئب ٓيػغبٜٗ ًأٝ بٜ هِجٟٞٛ .ٌوح اُ٘وعٛ ى5وحٛ رِي اُِؾظخ ُْ رٌٖ هل ُؾظذ اُي٠ ؽزٝ"
و٤ اٌُج٢ ص٘ؼذ اُغوً اُيعبع٢وخ اُز٤خ اُله٣هِِٞه اُجٞ٤َُّب اٜ٤ ثلأد ك٢ًبٗذ رِي اُِؾظخ اُزٝ . اُؾبئػ٠ِ ػ٢ْٔ٣
")13( .34 آفو٠ُٖ ا٤ اُعؾي ٖٓ ؽ٠ِروله ػٝ بٜ٤ٔؾ٣ ً رِي اُِؾظخ ًبٕ اُغو٠ ؽز.ََ٘ر
The painting of Dalí plays the role of a mirror which reflects for her the proper law
of transformation that takes place during the mirror stage, as has been developed in the
second chapter. It reflects, therefore, that she has not been growing or living according to
the ―natural law of transformation‖ as she admits. A huge fear arises in Kimi as she
encounters her imperfection and lack of wholeness which she contrasts to the perfection in
Dali‘s painting, where Narcissus in part two of the painting mutes the savage and
narcissistic desires, allowing the birth of an identity capable of being socialized, as in
succumbing to the taboos of incest.
The anxiety that Dali‘s painting arouses is furthermore accompanied by the feeling
of double castration or ―penis envy‖ that Kimi experiences. When Kimi sees the perfection
of Dali‘s painting, she encounters the phallus that she, like any other female child, lacks
and which the father possesses. The painting not only reminds Kimi of the failure to resolve
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“Until that moment she had not noticed the bloom itself: the narcissus flower. Her heart sank as if she has
just discovered an annoying creature crawling on the wall. That was just the moment in which the beady
streams of crystal flaws that made up the huge glass bell began to spread and creep. Until that moment the
bell had been protecting her: she had been capable of laughing now and then” (Booth, 35).
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the mirror-stage, but may also bring to her the further, and in this case the inevitable, failure
to achieve the completion that only those in possession of the phallus may aspire to.
Immediately after seeing the narcissus flower, Kimi moves to deny accusations
labeling her as a ―selfish person‖ or a narcissist. A voice in Kimi‘s brain asks her to
mention the word ―I,‖ but she becomes horrified negating that she is selfish: ―God forbids
the I word‖ and ―No one can charge me of being selfish:‖
َ٤ ٍج٢ ك٢ٍؼٞ أكؼَ ًَ ٓب ث...٠ٗاٞ أٗب ال أر٢َ اٗب أثنٍ ٗل.خ٤ٗ ثبألٗب٢ٓبٜغ أؽل ار٤َزؽ٣  ال...  ٓب أٗب ث... م ثبهللٞ"أػ
.)14( "35ٖ٣فو٥ا
Negating the fact that she is narcissistic affirms that she is, according to the Freudian
analysis of the unconscious meaning of negation. When a patient, for instance, denies that
the person she has seen in the dream is her mother, Freud understands that the person is the
mother. The psychoanalyst ―take[s] the liberty of disregarding the negation in the
interpretation (Deutung) and extract[s] (herausgreifen) the pure content of the idea‖ (Freud
1925, 223)
In another chapter entitled ―The Narcissus Exemplar,‖ Kimi again speaks of
reflections in glass. While contemplating the beach through a glass door, she suddenly
becomes frightened, and she goes on denying the accusations that she considers herself
beautiful. Again, Kimi experiences a tremendous fear upon encountering her reflection in a
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“I seek refuge in God from egotism … No one can accuse me of egotism. I go to great lengths for others.
Moreover I don’t complain. I do everything that’s in my power for the sake of others, and you know it”
(Booth, 36).
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mirror and directly denies, just like she does as she sees Dalí‘s painting, the fact that she is
narcissistic:
.٢٘ٓ يأٜ ر٢ٛ .ٌٖٔ٣  ال...٢ٗ رقلػب١٘ب٤ ػ...بٜ٤٘٤ ػ٢ِغ كُٜ ثبٕ اٝ هاء اُيعبطٝ ٖٓ ٢ٔ٤ً ّ ٗظودٞ٣ ٕ إٔ ًب٠ُ" ا
.)81( "36ِخ٤ٔ ع٢َّه ٗلٞ أرص٢ٗرؼزول أ
Kimi refuses to face her narcissistic ego, her ill identity. She wants to stay under the
bell that hides her from the hostility of the external world. She remains within the
imaginary perception of the world, which she was unable to leave during the childhood
mirror phase, and in which she leads a world of her own, detached from the other.
The mother and self fusion wards off, as well, Kimi‘s progression or transference
into the Symbolic order. Since Kimi‘s mirror-stage transference is not healthily
accomplished, the symbolic order transference does not occur properly in its turn, and Kimi
remains residing in the imaginary universe. The symbolic universe for Kimi is perforated as
Lacan says: ―This hole in the symbolic order results in the psychotic being imprisoned in
the imaginary‖ (Cited in Evans, 155). As a result, Kimi does not ascend into the world of
language and achieve proper understanding and usage of linguistic symbolism. Her
language falls back into the realm of the Real. Lacan explains that for meaningfulness to
take place, words must not be taken as they are ―concretely pronounced‖ in the discourse,
but as a ―unity of signification‖ (Lacan 1977, 129). This ―makes it incumbent on us to
define this process [of psychosis] by the most radical determinants of the relation of man to
36

“But then there came a day in which Kimi’s gaze out of the *glass+ was shot with panic … My eyes are
playing tricks on me … She’s mocking me. She believes I fancy myself pretty” (Booth, 49-50).
Note: I use “glass” here instead of “window” as translated by Booth since the Arabic word Zujāj means both
window and glass, and for reflecting the suitable meaning for the text, glass is a better translation.
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the signifier (Lacan 1977, 184).‖ Thus, for psychopathological individuals, such as Kimi,
signification does not take place due to the improper encounter with the Order of the
Symbolic, and thus language becomes ―concretely‖ absorbed.
Kimi perceives words as sounds, without being capable of understanding their
signification. She stresses amply throughout the novel the way she perceives people‘s
words as ―timbres‖ ―‖اُ٘جوح. She says:
.)4( "37 ٗجوح٠ُٕ ٖٓ ٗجوح اُٞٞزؾ٣ ٢ٓ أٓبٝ  اُ٘جوح٢ ك٠و٤ٍُٞٔ ًَ ا،"اُزوػ ًَ ٗجوح
Kimi herself discloses the manner in which she used to grasp the tiniest timbre and the
―music‖ of it. She does not filter the words addressed to her. She takes in passively,
without executing transference, without understanding the symbolization of language.
She takes in and in, to the extent that people around her are transferred into timbres.

If language for Kimi is apprehended in its real concrete order, how does she react to
the utterances she hears? How does she interact with stories, for instance, with proverbs
and other highly symbolic structures of language? Definitely in such cases, the psyche
enters into an endless realm of anarchy and bafflement. In Kimi‘s case, she perceives the
stories she reads or listens to from Āmna, in an absolutely real manner. She mixes the
events of her life with the events of the fictional characters in the stories:

37

“I note the tiniest shift in timbre. Before my very ears, they transform themselves from one tone into
another” (Booth, 4).
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ٝ ٖ اُـبى٤رلزؾٝ ٕ اُلو٠ُٖ ثوأٍي ا٤ِف رلفٍٞ .)خ٣ي٤ٌِٗب ثالس اٌُبرجخ اإل٤ِل٤ٍ َب (ٓضِٜ٘ي ٓض٣بٜٗ ٌٕٞف رٍٞ"
.)13( "38زخ ٓلغؼخ٤ٓ ٖ٤رٞٓٞر
.)71("39٢َِخ أُِي األؼ٣ ؽٌب٢ اٗب اُج٘ذ كٝ بٜبر٣ أٗب ؽٌبٝ "أٗب آٓ٘خ
"40ذ٤ٌ٤َ ث٣ٞٓل ٍب٣ ٠ِٕ ػُٞ ٓبٚ ٓبر١د اُنُٞٔل ثػء ا٤ أٍزؼٝ  اَُوق٢ ثبَُبػبد أثؾِن ك١وٜ ظ٠ِ ػ٢"اٍزِو
.)21(
The intermingling between the self and other in stories is clearly revealed when Kimi
recounts the story of Little Red Riding Hood changing the red dress into a black one, where
the girl wearing the black dress turns out to be Kimi. She gives two reasons for changing
the color. The first is that Kimi hates red, and the second is her grandma‘s death requires
wearing black for mourning.
 ًبٗذ هل٢ ألٕ علّرٝ ،ٕ األؽٔوُِٞ اّ أؽت ا٢ّٗكاء ألٍٞ ٌب ٓالثٜأُجَزٝ ،وح ماد اُوّكاء األؽٔو٤ل ص٘بػخ اُصـ٤"أػ
.)001-014( "41ٓبرذ
In this same paragraph Kimi replaces her mother‘s character with Little Red Riding
Hood‘s mother, adding the cruel manner in which she is treated by her actual mother.
Kimi‘s/Little Red Riding Hood‘s mother in the story is very mean for she always lets down
the girl‘s expectations. When the mother sends her to accomplish a ―special‖ mission at her
Grandma‘s, the girl delightfully accepts without questioning the kind of mission she is sent
38

“Your end will be like hers *Sylvia Plath’s suicide+. You’ll stick your head inside the oven, turn on the gas,
and die a horrid death” (Booth, 35).
39
“I am Amna, and I am her tale, and I am the girl in the legend of the King of the Atlas Mountains” (Booth,
19).
40
“I lie on my back for hours at a time, staring at the ceiling and calling to mind the slowness of Malone’s
death at the hands of Samuel Beckett” (Booth, 71).
41
“So I spent the night remaking the little girl in the red hood. I dressed her in black clothes because I do not
like red, and because my grandmother had died” (Booth, 103).
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on. The girl thinks that she is privileged to be sent on such a ―special‖ mission, but the
mother frustrates the girl‘s expectations telling her "42ٔذٜ ك.ٖ٣ّي٤ٌٔ ألٗي رز٤ِ ك،بًِٜي ثٝ"إٕ ً٘ذ ا
)؟001( The mother‘s response shatters the child‘s eagerness, reminding her that she must
always be submissive and never active:
بّٜٗ أ٢٘ؼ٣ ب فبصّخّٜٗب أّٜٓٔخ هبُذ أٜٓ ٢ذ اُغلّح ك٤ ث٠ُب اٜبثٛك كول ًبٗذ ثبُلؼَ رظٖ إّٔ مٍٞ" أؽجػ مُي ماد اُوّكاء األ
.)000-001( "43ّّخ اٌُال٤ ثو٠ٌٍُزذ رَزٔغ اٝ  آزضِذ ُِوّكعٝ .بّٛي٤ٔ٣ َ إّٔ مُي ثبُلؼٝ عبً فبصّخ٣ أ٢ٛ
In a similar vein, Kimi embraces all other fictional stories, whereby all the fears
displayed in stories become experienced in her life. The King of Atlantis who in the story
comes out of the sink makes Kimi afraid of entering the bathroom in order not to face the
same fate:
.)78( "44ٖ٤بؼ٤ُْ اٝ ب األّجبػٌَٜ٘ اُؾٔبٓبد أٓبًٖ رٝ ػبدُٞ عؼَ ٖٓ اُجب،ػخُٞ ٖٓ اُجب٢َِع أُِي األؼِٖٞ ؼ
ّ ٌُ"
.)11( "45ػخُٞؽِغ ٖٓ اُجب٣ ٞٛ ٝ ٢َِ أُِي األؼٟ اُؾٔبّ كزو٠ُبة اٛ رقبف إٔ رعؽو اُن،َ٤ُِ ا٢ كٝ"
She also fears looking in people‘s faces in order not to transform them into stones when her
sight falls on them, like Medusa46.
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“If I charge you with it, it is not because you stand out from others in any way. Understand” (Booth, 104)?
“That confused Little Black Riding hood, because she had really believed that to go to her grandmother’s
cottage on a mission that her mother said was special meant that she, too, was special, and that this indeed
distinguished her. She yielded to this obstacle, chastened, and was quiet, ad listened to the rest of her
mother’s words” (Booth, 104).
44
“But the King’s attempted ascent through the pipe transformed every drain and pipe and bathtub and
bathroom into a spot where specters and devils were bound to live, and made Amna’s counsel on
bathrooms sound and extreme, the very essence of common sense” (Booth, 21).
45
“And then at night she dreads possibly having to go to the bathroom where she might see the king of the
Atlas Mountains as he comes up from the pipe” (Booth, 34).
46
Medusa was one of the three Gorgons in Greek Mythology; an ugly and scary woman with hair of snakes,
who turned into stone whoever looked her in the eye.
43
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.)010-011( "47 ؽغو٠ُا اُّٞٞ إال رؾٝ ْٜٗٞ٤ ػ٢ٕ أال أٗظو كٌٞنث٣ اٍ ػ٘لٓبٞ ٓضَ رِي األؽ٢ّ ك٢ِ"ًبٕ ػ
Kimi‘s transparency makes her vulnerable to society‘s potent symbolism where she
finds highly symbolic words as lies. When Āmna for example tells her that the perfume she
wore in the morning evaporated since it‘s been on for a long time, Kimi wonders ―How can
perfume fly?‖ This is an impossible matter for her, for only birds can fly. Thus, a
metaphorical expression like ―the odor flew away‖ is for Kimi impossible, and thus a lie:
؟ٚ٤ُ ب٤ًُٗٞٞ " ِٓ ؽبؼخ.ذ اُصجؼ الىّ ؼبهد٤ؽؽ)؟011( "48و٤ب ثزؽ٤ٌُُٗٞٞ ا٢ٛ ب آٓ٘خ٣ ٖ٤ؼبهد كThus Kimi wants to hear everything straight. She gets mad when Āmna
insults her on one hand and calls her ―lady‖ on another hand. She thinks there is
something ―not straight‖ about such a matter, marveling as well at the idea of being
called ―lady‖ while in fact she is only a child:
أٗبٝ  اُجبة٢ُ ب ػ٘لٓب كزؾذٜجز٤روؽٝ ٕ٥ٍ اٞ رو١نا اُنٛ ْ ٓغ٤َزو٣ ء ٓب ال٢ّ . ‗ب ٍذ٣‘ ٍٞب ال روٜز٤ُ ب٣"
)؟20( "‗49ب ٍذ٣‘  أٗب اُؽلِخ٢٘٣ إٔ ر٘بك...ٌناٛ ٍّٞب إٔ رزؾُٜ ٠َ٘ز٣ ق٤ً .ػبئلح ٖٓ أُلهٍخ
Kimi‘s incapability to achieve proper mirror transference into the Order of the
Symbolic generates a huge conflict between the id and the superego. Kimi dwells in an
47

“Whenever they lied I had to avoid looking them straight in the eye or else they would turn into stone”
(Booth, 95).
48
“- You didn’t use any cologne today, why?
I did this morning, it must have flown away.
Flown away? Flew where Amna? Since when does cologne fly” (Booth, 95)?
49
“I wish she had not called me Madame. Why did she choose Ya Sitt? And anyway, something about that
title doesn’t sit comfortably with her words, or with the scowl in her face or the anger in her voice as she
opened the door to me then, returning from my day at school. How can it be that Amna is entitled to change
so mercurially … addressing me, a little girl, as Sitt” (Booth, 15)?
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endless oscillation between the libidinous needs and the moral laws and standards. The
non-severance of the mother/child dyad keeps her on one hand dwelling in the savage state
of desire, without acquiring transference into ―human desire.‖ On the other hand, the social
rules are grasped concretely by Kimi due to her failure to attain the symbolic order, thus
falling into the Real or concrete meaning of language. When she is, for example, told that
lying makes her fall in hell, she comes to feel the burning of the fire flames:
A perfect representation of Kimi‘s psychical conflict between desires and the moral
principles is found when she describes the childhood incident when she committed a sinful
act of drawing on a page she was not allowed to touch. Kimi waited till everyone was
asleep and sneaked to the closet, brought the drawing book, and went describing the
temptations she felt to commit such a trivial matter, but that which for her is labeled taboo
or a ―sin‖ because she is told not to do it. Kimi details the temptation she feels at the
moment as being stronger and more intense than the forthcoming reckoning. All orders
become shattered in front of the charm of the blank white page and the appealing glows of
the copybook pins. She cannot resist even though she knows that if caught, she will be
judged as the ―animal‖ Lamya, a friend of hers known for being filthy, vulgar and
disordered, the opposite of Kimi:
.ِخ٤وح أَُزؽ٤عبء اٌُج٤ههخ اُجُٞب رجؼضود أٓبّ ٍؾو اًِٜ ،ٌ اُصوآخ ٓغ اُ٘ل، اُ٘ظبكخٝ ّ اُ٘ظبٝ "اُلهخ
٢ كٝ ،َبه٣ ٖػٝ ٖ٤ٔ٣ ٖٖ ػ٤٘ب اصَٜٔروٝ م اًزٔبٍ اُصلؾخٞ رؼ٢ٌ اُز٤ذ اُلثبث٣ هأٝ كزؾذ اٌُواٍخ ٖٓ أُ٘زصق
أؽلٝ ٠ٛ أىٝ .اء أًجوٞ ٌُّٖ اإلؿ.خ٤ّي اهرٌبة أُؼصٝ ٠ِأٗب ػٛ .لم ثَوػخ أػ٘ق٣ ٢هِجٝ ،ٌ رِٔغ٤اُ٘صق اُلثبث
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ٌٕٝنا كٛ َلف٣ ٕب ٖٓ ًبٕ ٖٓ أٌُٖٔ أ٣ أ5ُٕٞ اُصب٢ ك،ٚ٣ األٗزو٢ ك، أُؽجـ٢ْ ك٤فؽو اإلًزْبف أُوٝ .ٖٓ اُؼبهجخ
.)70( "50ٍْو٣  هاػ٢ْ٘ إال إٔ اُوِْ هؿٔب ػٛ ٗظو٢اٗخ كٞ٤بء اُؾ٤ُٔ ٖ٤رصجؾٝ ٖ٤ رٌزْلٝ .و٣ رؾن٠ٗأك
Religious creeds, along with all the fear they implant in children on the horrifying
reckonings in hell, entail the neurotic cocoon inside which Kimi withers. Whenever she
does any unaccepted behavior, reiterates the frequently heard moral admonitions:
٢ِ أصجؼ ًَ ّـٝ . اُ٘به٢هغ كٝ ًوا٣ٖٓ ًبٕ ّوٝ ، اُغ٘خ٢هغ كٝ ًّجب٤ كٖٔ ًبٕ ؼ، ّؼوح٠ِ اُ٘بً ػ٢ْٔ٣ ّ اُؾَبةٞ٣"
.)08( "51ّٞ٣ ًَ  ًبٕ اُؾَبةٝ .أال أهغ
ٝ .لم٣ ٢ هِجٝ  أٗب ػبئلح ٖٓ أُلهٍخٝ ق٤ ثالغ اُوص٠ِ ػ،ْ٤بك ػٖ اُصواغ أَُزو٤ ػلّ اُؾ٠ِبّ ً٘ذ أرلهة ػ٣"أ
.)21( "52بُٜٞبّ ثؽ٣ أ١و٣ ال أثبهػ ٍوٝ ،ْ كأًق٤ ٍأّ ػظ٢٘٘زبث٣ بٗب٤ اؽ. ٗجطٝ هغٝ بُٜ ٝ حٞبح رؾلس ثو٤اُؾ
At later stages in Kimi‘s life, precisely after her trip to study in Ireland and after her
readings in poetry, literature, philosophy and psychoanalysis, she comes to conclude that
poetry is a better way of praying than the Quran is. The past magic of Quran prayers, Kimi
describes, has become impotent. As this thought comes to Kimi‘s mind, noises in her head
50

“Precision, orderliness, tidiness, and cleanliness, and a sternly disciplined attitude toward oneself: All I had
learned was strewn wide now by the magic of pure white paper. I opened the notebook at its precise middle
and saw the staples that denied each leaf heartless staples agleam in the middle. My heartbeat, already
rapid, thudded even faster. Here I was, on the verge of committing an act of rebellion. Grievous act though it
be, the lure of it was stronger, keener, and more vivid than the likely consequences. A solid danger of
discovery loomed in the kitchen, in the foyer, in the sitting room: whoever it was could barge in at any
moment without the slightest warning. Once discovered, you would be transformed immediately into a feral
untamable Lamyaa’ in their eyes. In spite of my musings, as if not subject to my will, the pen began to move,
leaving lined in its wake” (Booth16-7).
51
“On the Day of Reckoning, people must walk along a single hair’s breadth without losing their balance,
and in the end, those who have been good fall in Paradise while the ones who have been evil topple into the
fire. I was determined neither to fall one way not to topple the other. And every day became a Day of
Reckoning” (Booth, 10).
52
“In those long-ago days I trained myself into marching the straight path without swerving. I practiced the
straight and narrow path on the pavement as I returned from school, heart pounding, life happening then,
with such force, with an audible impact- life with a pulse. Now an overpowering weary disgust with life often
pursues me and I come to a halt. For entire days, I don’t leave my bed” (Booth, 71).
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arise, and they grow louder and louder till she cannot bear them anymore. The voices in
Kimi‘s head are those of the Quran prayers said on the streets of her country which call for
obeying God and following the ―straight path.‖ Kimi becomes frightened by the calls,
fearing not abiding by the ―straight path.‖ she starts reciting Quran verses which beg for
forgiveness for committing the sin of discrediting the ancient ways of praying. Kimi cannot
continue with the thought of a poetic or secular way of praying, and immediately retreats to
her childhood fixated dictums:
٠ُػ اٝ اُوٞ ًبٗذ رلػ٢ اُصالح اُزٙنٛ ٠ ؽز...ٕ اُصالح ثبُووآٝ اُصالح ثبُْؼو أ٢ّ كٞ٤ُ" ال كبهم ا
٢ٍػ اُصواؿ كٝ صبهدٝ بٛ ثؽَ ٍؾوٙ هّل٠ُل اُؼبُْ ا٤رؼٝ ٖ رؽٔئ،ؼخ٤ء ٖٓ ؽٌ اُلغٟلٜرٝ ،ُُْٞٔاُغَل ا
...ػٝ اُو٢ٔخ هلهح ثؼش اُصالح ك٣ اُصالح اُول٢ هثٔب ك5ِذ٤ ُؾظخ رق٢ كٝ ...ٗبدٞكٌٝو٤ُٔ ا٢ن ك٤اُيػٝ اُْبهع
ٚ رَِؼ،ؾلم ثبُِؾظبد٣ كٜٞ اُقؽو أُؼٝ ضخٛ كوؽذ أهوأ اُووإٓ ال.ظ٤ظ رجؽَ اُعغ٤ؼأح اُعغٝ ٔخ رؾذ٣اُصالح اُول
ٞ اػلٝ  هث٘ب...٘ب أفؽبئ٘ب٤َٗ ٕافنٗب إٞ هث٘ب ال ر5٢زَبهع هِج٤ ك،ظ٤ل ٖٓ اُعغ٣ػلح ثٔيٞٗبد أُزٞكٌٝو٤ُٔبد ا٤ٍ
ٌ ال ُجٚنا عوّ ػوبثٛ . ثلُّذ ًالّ اهلل. أفؽأد5د ؽبهً اُزٌواهٞ صِٞؼ٣ٝ )خ٣٥ل اٌُوح (ا٤أػٝ ... فؽأ فؽأ...ػّ٘ب
.)2-1-21( "53ت٣ال هٝ ٚ٤ك
A child internalizes his/her parents‘ commands which form a potent superego. In the
case of the obsessional neurotic, the intense superego ―develop[s] a sense of guilt of the
53

“There is no difference today between praying through poetry or praying by the Qur’an … Even this
prayer, inviting the spirit to suffuse this deranged body to assuage the sense of doom, to reassure, to return
the world to its senses… even the magic of this prayer has been thwarted… There was a moment when I
could imagine otherwise: it might be that the ancient prayer harbors a true power, a capacity to propel the
magic of prayer into the soul. For iron can be filed down only by iron. The ancient prayer faced with the
alternative path. , comforting, numbing repetition in response to that onerous tumult- blocks the noise. So
impatiently longing, I began to recite the Qur’an, as the accustomed peril surrounded and enclosed the
moments, stung by the lashing of microphones threatening still more noise. My heart beat faster: Lord,
condemn us not if we forget or miss the mark, lord lay not on us such a burden as thou didst lay on those
who came before us, lord impose not on us that which we have not the strength to bear, pardon us, absolve
us, and have mercy on us. Thou, our protector, and give us victory… over ourselves, if we have been unjust
to others. Error. Error, I repeat the Sura, twice over, panting: Give us victory over ourselves, if we have been
unjust to others. And the voice of the guardian of Repetition mounts: You have erred” (Booth, 73-4).
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utmost intense degree‖ (Freud, Totem and Taboo, 80). Such excessive sense of guilt is what
stops Kimi from enjoying a balanced life. It, actually, paralyzes her.
Kimi refers to the feeling of guilt as ―the reckoning lesson‖ "كهً اُؾَبة," where
she blames herself for incidents that she in fact is totally not responsible for, as when she
feels guilty for Āmna‘s illiteracy:
.)74( "54ؽبُت ثبُضأه٣ ٝ ،٢ٓل٣ ،زلوع٣ ،زلوّع اُْوؿ٣ ٝ بٜ٤ِٔ ألٗي ُْ رؼ٢ٌ رج٢ٛ 5٢٘ٔصٞ٣ "كهً اُؾَبة
،٢ذ أث٤وثذ ٖٓ ثٛ . اٌُزبثخٝ ب اُوواءحِّٜٔ ُْ أػٝ ٓ٘خ٥  أٗب رٌّ٘ود. أٗب اَُجت.فيُٞ ا٢ٗكٝ ػبٝ ًعؼبٞ ٓز٢"فلن هِج
.)11( "55١ؽلٝ ٢بر٤ألٍزٔزغ ثؾ
The paralyzing sense of guilt engulfing Kimi‘s life suppresses her speech and her
desire to express matters openly in the manner she perceives them. Whenever Kimi has the
urge to respond to things daringly, the superego looms to remind her that she is forbidden
to speak, to raise her voice in front of elders, or even express herself at all. Thus, Kimi‘s
daring responses in the novel are only inwardly vocalized; i.e., to the self, and not to the
other. In the following statement, Kimi wishes to respond to Āmna‘s unbearable orders, but
as soon as the words come to the tip of her tongue, the feeling of guilt arises, reminding her
to maintain silence:
.)04( "56 ثبُنٗت٢ه اُقلٞب اُْؼٛكٝؼب٣ ٠ب ؽزٜٗ ؽبكخ َُب٠ُب آٓ٘خ ٓب إ رصؼل أٌُِبد ا٣ ُْٜو ا٤ ؿ٢ًهاٝ ِ٤"ٓب ك

54

“My lesson in reckoning sums has branded me, disgraced me… She weeps because you did not teach her,
the fissure splits into branches, more branches, bleeding, demanding revenge” (Booth, 26).
55
“My heart began to thump, and that prickling, tingling sensation returned. I am the cause of it all. I shut
out Amna, and I did not teach her to read and write. I fled from my father’s house so I could enjoy my life on
my own” (Booth, 37).
56
“Don’t you have anything but botheration, Amna? No sooner are the words on the edge of her tongue
than the half hidden feelings of guilt surge back into her consciousness” (Booth, 14).
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The same thing happens when she wants to defend herself against her mother‘s words; her
tongue ―revolts against the air‘s will to let out the intended letters,‖ and all that comes out
is a long strangled and stifled ―Ah!‖ Even her cry of pain comes out throttled:
،هخِِٞخ ؽبٗوخ ٓـ٣ٞخ ؼٛ آٍٟٞ ٢كٞ كال ر٘ؽِن ٖٓ ع،ًكبٝاء ؽوُٜٞبؿخ ا٤ ص٠ِزٔوّك ػ٣ ٢ٗ ٌُٖ َُب،بٜ٤"كأصوؿ ك
.)27( "57٢ّٓ أ٢ٌرجٝ
Writing remains the only route left for Kimi through which she can give voice to her
repressed speech and through which she can let out the unpleasant sufferings she
undergoes, without the fear of a direct confrontation with others so as not to awaken the
torturing sense of guilt. Kimi desires to reenact in the artistic process of writing the
maltreatments she is exposed to in order to overcome and master the pain filling her. The
Freudian ―repetition-compulsion‖ comes into play in the case of the psychopathic artists
who employ their creative production for the sake of mastering their illness.
The creative urge for writing that Kimi feels must satisfy her wish to inscribe the
pain inflicted upon her. She writes and writes without anyone reading her writings: "ًبٗذ
.)11( "58ب أؽلُٜ ووأ٣  الٝ  رٌزتKimi knows that if she writes down the people on paper, they
will die along with the harm they burden her with, and if she does not write them, she will
die due to the non-release of the pain:
.)10( "59دُٞٔ أٗب ثب٢ِؾٌْ ػ٣ ،ْٜ ُْ أًزجُٞ ٝ ،ٕٞرٞٔ٣ ْٜ ًزجزُٞ"

57

“I want to shout at her, but my tongue rebels against shaping the air into letters, and all that comes out is
a long, resentful wail, and *my mother+ cries” (Booth, 69).
58
“She was writing. No one read what she wrote” (Booth, 30):
59
“If I were to write them they would die, and if I were not to write them I would be condemned to death”
(Booth, 28).
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Obviously, that Lacanian notion of the symbolic as the ―principle of sacrifice‖ (Lacan
1966, 319) discussds in chapter one comes to play through the above statement of Kimi‘s.
Saying the thing kills it, but Kimi is afraid of killing, and therefore hesitates to write
because she knows that if she writes them, she will be a murderer, and the sense of guilt
will kill her again. Kimi is here fluctuating between killing the self or killing the rules and
laws that choke her, connoting Lacanian idea of ―rather than tell the father that he is dead, I
would die‖ (Lacan 1966, 300).
However, Kimi‘s fear and sense of guilt are stronger than her desire to take refuge
in writing. As she writes down a word, she feels that she has done an ―atrocious‖ act, an act
of a ―murderer,‖ so she immediately retreats in fear of murdering the people who caused
her pain, namely her family5
.َ إال ٖٓ هزٚلهى كلاؽز٣  هٔذ ثؼَٔ ال٢٘ٗ ّؼود أ، أٍلَ اُصلؾخ٢ اُقبٗخ ك٢ ك٢ٍٔب اٜ٤ظؼذ كٝ ٢ اُِؾظخ اُز٢"ك
.)10( "60ٖٓ هزِذ؟
ُْ ُٞ ٝ ٕٞرٞٔ٣ ْٜ ًزجزُٞ 5كاءَُٞة أَُبء اٞخ أُق صوت ٖٓ صو٤ب عبمثُٜ بٜ٤خ ال ُجٌ ك٤ِود اُلٌوح عٜظٝ .ٌٍزذٝ "
ألٕ اُؾٌٔبءٝ .دُٞٔ اٙو٤ٕ ٓصٌٞ٣ ب اُؾٌٔبء٣لاٛ زِق٣ ٖٓ .ٚ٘ هواه اُؾٌٔبء ال هعؼخ ػ.دُّٞٔ أٗب ثب٢ِؾٌْ ػ٣ ْٜأًزج
.)10( "61 ٗلَي٠ِ اُؾٌْ ث٘لَي ػ١ي إٔ ر٘لن٤ِ ػ،ِٕٞوز٣ ال
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“At the very instant I signed my name in the space at the bottom of the page the feeling came over me
that I had done something so obsessive that only a murderer would understand it. Who was I killing” (Booth,
28).
61
“*And I remain silent+, and the notion materialized plainly, unambiguously, exerting the gravitational pull
of a thousand black holes: If I were to write them they would die, and if I were not to write them I would be
condemned to death. And there is no rescinding the ancient rules of the wise. A person who spoils the gifts
of the wise surely walks the path to an irrevocable sentence of death. And since the wise do not themselves
perform murder, you are the one who has to execute the ruling- you yourself, on yourself” (Booth, 28).
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Unfortunately, Kimi fails to triumph over her illness through the world of art, and her
narcissistic needs remain unsatisfied. Even if Kimi proceeds in the act of writing, the
tormenting sense of guilt continually interrupts to blame her for being a murderer.
Whenever she writes, she shreds the papers thinking she had killed them. "62ْْٜ صْ ٓيهزٜ"ًزجز
)11( In the end, she retreats and remains ―silent,‖ sentencing, as she says, herself unto
death.
Within such confusion, Kimi keeps rising and falling between the desire to kill and
the guilt of committing murder. Yet, her fear of murdering all the people she loves as she
writes them, drives her to murder herself in the end, giving up writing to the sense of guilt
haunting her. This is perfectly stated by Kimi when she describes how she ends her life
through resorting to the act of writing, which she describes as cowardly plea:
َهجٝ ... أفوٍذ آٓ٘خ.وظـ ُِؼوبة٣ ٕ أٚ٤ِػٝ ،ًؼب٤ٔب اُؾٌٔبء ًٖٔ هزَ اُ٘بً ع٣لاٛ زِق٣ ٖٓ .ًؼب٤ٔ" ٗؼْ هزِذ اُ٘بً ع
ٖٓ ٌُٖ ًبٕ أعلهٝ ،نٛ إٔ أه٢و ث٣ ًبٕ عل.ٔالدُٜٔ ٍِخ ا٢ب كٜز٤ٓ هٝ ، أهثؼخ ػْو هزؼخ٢ٔ٤ً  هؽؼذ،رِيٝ ٙنٛ
.)13( "63ٕٞ ثؽِت اُؼ٢بر٤ذ ؽ٤ٜٗ هثٔب أ.٢بر٤ ؽ٢ٜٕٗ اُغجبٕ (اٌُزبثخ) إٔ أٞؼِت اُؼ
Sumaya Ramadan provides through her novel‘s main character, Kimi, a perfect critical
presentation of the pathological status of a narcissist who fails to metamorphose the mirror
stage properly, who withdraws her interest from the hostility of the external world
internally into the comforting, yet susceptible, world of the self. Through Ramadan‘s Kimi,
62

“I wrote them and I tore them into shreds” (Booth, 27).
“Yes, I killed people, many of them, all of them. A person who ruins the gifts of the wise is kike unto a man
who has killed all people- and that person must submit to punishment. I silenced Amna […+ after I had given
her a voice. I stifled and strangled her … and before that I cut Kimi into fourteen equivalent parts and threw
her limbs into the waste bin. No wonder I was exhausted- it was a fitting response to be exhausted. But
rather than making a cowardly plea for help, it would have been more becoming to end my life. It might be
that I ended my life by asking for help” (Booth, 45).
63
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we see how narcissism can be manifested in the form of extreme self-hate due to a latent
desire for an unobtainable perfection, and how the death instinct operates in a truly
destructive manner due to the incapability of a narcissist, dominated by the sense of guilt,
to commit the killing act through putting his agony in dead words.
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Chapter Five
Conclusion
Whether intentional or spontaneous, the author of Awrāk Al Narjis, Sumaya
Ramadan seems to favor the utilization of a painting over any other form of artistic
expression for conveying the psychopathological notion of narcissism. While it is true that
Lacan and structuralism emphasize the significance of language in structuring human
subjectivity, Lacan‘s mirror-stage theory posits, nonetheless, that the basic originator of
subjectivity is the imago rather than the word. As we have seen, image plays the primary
role in the development of an identity and in the outset of narcissism, for it is only when the
child gazes at his/her reflection in the mirror image that his/her integrated identity sets off.
Ramadan appears to agree with Lacan on considering the image to have the most crucial
power for grounding subjectivity and giving birth to a unified ego. He says that it is only
through the specular imago that the I transforms into a ―social I‖ (Lacan 1966, 5). And this
is precisely what happens in Awrāk Al Narjis. When the narrator/protagonist, Kimi, looks at
Dalí‘s painting, ―The Metamorphosis of Narcissus,‖ hung on the wall of her room, she, for
the first time, encounters her narcissistic personality which she has always refused to
acknowledge. The author chooses one image in particular to suitably mirror the core
identity of the novel‘s narrator/protagonist—an identification established visually, as per
the Lacanian psycho-philosophical interpretation.
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Thus Dali‘s painting, as an intertext, or, better said perhaps, as an ‗interpainting64,‘
plays a radical role in the comparative analysis employed in this study, for it meets
Ramadan‘s novel‘s quiddity both thematically and structurally. Thematically speaking, the
painting revolves around the psychological notion of narcissism which is as well the main
concept of Ramadan‘s novel. The two works of art address the theme of narcissism and the
psychological outcomes resulting from it. Structurally speaking, the concept of narcissism
and its association with the mirror stage is an image-related concept. Thus, the best way to
formulate the concept would be through an image, rather than through written reflection.
This research begets fundamental literary and critical questions that emerge from
within the depths of one written and one pictorial works of art, each of which belongs to
completely different cultures and traditions. We are driven to question the extent to which
an image form is able to penetrate the written text. In other words, what are the potentials
that an image possesses which enable it to measure up to the literary written text? Can an
image form, for instance, interfere to deconstruct or to build up a written text? The novel
tackles such questions where Dali‘s painting is shown to be instrumental in revealing the
narrator/protagonist‘s plight and personality type.
This analysis of the image within literary expression reveals an important factor for
future works in comparative study. Unlike analogies between novels or other works of
literature, image analogy delves into the before-symbolic level. From a psychoanalytic
viewpoint, such comparison is privileged over comparisons dealing with expression at the

64

A term that the work at hand impels me to propose to add to the language.
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symbolic level since it is capable of tackling problems at the level of the imaginary, a level
that language can express only indirectly. The Order of the Symbolic is, as Lacan says, a
lack. Our speech is full of silences. The real is the thing that we do not say in our speech,
yet that which the image does not lack.
Perhaps, it is for that reason one finds in Ramadan‘s novel an image by Dalí,
which complements the novel by expressing what the text could not avow being subject
to the Symbolic Order; to language. For this reason, investigating a parallelism between a
picture and a work of literature may pry open new vistas and yield insights and
discrepancies that transcend what may be achieved by comparing works of literary, or
linguistic expressions.
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The Metamorphosis of Narcissus, 1936-7. Oil on Canvas. 20 X 30 13/16 inches. The Tate Gallery, London.

The Metamorphosis of Narcissus
FIRST PORT-LLIGAT FISHERMAN - What's wrong with that chap, glaring at himself all
day in his looking-glass?

SECOND FISHERMAN - If you really want to know (lowering his voice) he has a bulb in
his head.
―A bulb in the head‖, in catalan, corresponds exactly with the psychoanalytic notion of
―complex‖.
If a man has a bulb in his head, it might break into flower at any moment, Narcissus!
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Finally, there is the poem itself:
Under the split in the retreating black cloud
the invisible scale of Spring
is oscillating
in the fresh April sky.
On the highest mountain,
the god of the snow,
his dazzling head bent over the dizzy space of reflections,
starts melting with desire
in the vertical cataracts of the thaw
annihilating himself loudly among the excremental cries of minerals,
or
between the silences of mosses
towards the distant mirror of the lake
in which,
the veils of winter having disappeared,
he has newly discovered
the lightning flash
of his faithful image.
It seems that with the loss of his divinity the whole high plateau
pours itself out,
crashes and crumbles
among the solitude and the incurable silence of iron oxides
while its dead weight
raises the entire swarming and apotheosic
plateau from the plain
from which already thrust towards the sky
the artesian fountains of grass
and from which rise,
erect,
tender,
and hard,
the innumerable floral spears
of the deafening armies of the germination of the narcissi.
Already the heterosexual group, in the renowned poses of preliminary expectation,
conscientiously ponders over the threatening libidinous cataclysm, the carniverous
blooming of its latent morphological atavisms.
In the heterosexual group,
in that kind date of the year
(but not excessively beloved or mild),
there are
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the Hindou
tart, oily, sugared
like an August date,
the Catalan with his grave back
well planted
in a sun-tide,
a whitsuntide of flesh inside his brain,
the blond flesh-eating German,
the brown mists
of mathematics
in the dimples
of his cloudy knees,
there is the English woman,
the Russian,
the Swedish women,
the American
and the tall darkling Andalusian,
hardy with glands and olive with anguish.
Far from the heterosexual group, the shadows of the advanced afternoon draw out across
the countryside, and cold lays hold of the adolescent's nakedness as he lingers at the water's
edge.
When the clear and divine body of Narcissus
leans
down to the obscure mirror of the lake,
when his white torso folded forward
fixes itself, frozen,
in the silvered and hypnotic curve of his desire,
when the time passes
on the clock of the flowers of the sand of his own flesh,
Narcissus loses his being in the cosmic vertigo
in the deepest depths of which
is singing
the cold and dyonisiac siren of his own image.
The body of Narcissus flows out and loses itself
in the abyss of his reflection,
like the sand glass that will not be turned again.
Narcissus, you are losing your body,
carried away and confounded by the millenary reflection of your
disappearance
your body stricken dead
falls to the topaz precipice with yellow wreckage of love,
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your white body, swallowed up,
follows the slope of the savagely mineral torrent
of the black precious stones with pungent perfumes,
your body...
down to the unglazed mouths of the night
on the edge of which
there sparkles already
all the red silverware
of dawns with veins broken in ―the wharves of blood‖.
Narcissus,
do you understand?
Symmetry, divine hypnosis of the mind's geometry, already fills up your
head,
with that incurable sleep, vegetable, atavistic, slow
Which withers up the brain
in the parchment substance
of the kernel of your nearing metamorphosis.
The seed of your head has just fallen into the water.
Man returns to the vegetable state
by fatigue-laden sleep
and the gods
by the transparent hypnosis of their passions.
Narcissus, you are so immobile
one would think you were asleep.
If it were question of Hercules rough and brown,
one would say: he sleeps like a bole
in the posture
of an herculean oak.
But you, Narcissus,
made of perfumed bloomings of transparent adolescence,
you sleep like a water flower.
Now the great mystery draws near,
the great metamorphosis is about to occur.
Narcissus, in his immobility, absorbed by his reflection with the digestive slowness of
carnivorous plants, becomes invisible.
There remains of him only
the hallucinatingly white oval of his head,
his head again more tender,
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his head, chrysalis of hidden biological designs,
his head held up by the tips of the water's fingers,
at the tips of the fingers
of the insensate hand,
of the terrible hand,
of the excrement-eating hand,
of the mortal hand
of his own reflection.
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